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Although I take great pains to provide competent and reliable information
regarding the subject matters I cover, this e-book, whether received with
or without compensation to the author or publishers is provided with the
understanding that the author and/or publisher are not engaged in
providing or rendering legal, financial, psychological, or other professional
advice. As laws and practices may vary from state to state, and if legal or
any other type of professional or expert assistance is required, then you
should seek the services of the necessary professionals. It is also
understood that great pains were taken to ensure accuracy of information,
and it is believed that at the time of publication, the information, links, or
other resources were available at the time of publication. The author
and/or publisher disclaim any liability arising or incurred from applying
advice, strategies, or techniques suggested or mentioned in this publication.
You may freely give this book away as either a gift or as part of a
promotion provided that you include the Foreword by Brother Paul, the
Afterword by Paul Miller and the Credit Where Credit Is Due Section.
You may not sell this book in any way, shape, or form. It was meant to be
given away. Please honor my request. Neither of us needs to go to court
over this silly a point.
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Foreword by Brother Paul
I'm a gonna do it in the beginnin' just like I will in the end. Couldn't have
pary-frased this hyar book if'n Rebecca Fine hadn't brought it to the
internet. Y'all can visit her here:
http://www.scienceofgettingrich.net
(Please note Rebecca, I even kept the “g” in the word “getting” where it
done belonged.)
Wallace Delois Wattles was a funny lookin' feller with a funny soundin'
name. He was flat broke most of his life, until he figgered out all the stuff
that I'm 'bout to simple-fy and para-frays for ya. He wrote other books,
too, most noteworthy bein' the Science of Being Well and The Science of
Being Great.
But, ain't none of them ever had the importance of this here book. I think
it's so important that I'm gonna refer ya back to Ms. Fine's website to git
her top-notch version of the book. Anyway that ya can read this hyar book
and in any version ya can git your hands on any number of times ya can do
it, ya need to read this here book.
I've slightly updated a couple of spots, like when I talk 'bout the radio or
the tv, which they couldn't have done had in Mr. Wattles time. And I even
talk 'bout cars a couple of times, and they was just a gittin' started.
There's some things that Mr. Wattles talks 'bout that's a little out of date.
When he's talkin' 'bout farmin', that was in its beginnin' hey day, just like
them there airlines. But, I left them in to git ya to git an idea. If somethin'
is used up, go and find the better thing that's just a-startin'. It's 'bout
creatin' not competin'. And if ya can create somethin' new that people
gonna need, than you're on the right path.
So, sit down, read this here book, git Ms. Fine's version of it, read it, study
it some more, and don't focus on any other “git rich” book until you're
already rich.
There! I done said my peace. Now, git to readin' already!

Brother Paul
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PREFACE
THIS here book is written for real life use only, 'cuz it ain't just plain
ol' theory; it's a step by step “how ya do it type of book”, and it ain't no
essay full of ideas that ain't been used before neither. It's meant for
everybody, no never-mindin' what gender they might be, who really truly
needs money; it's for folks who wanna git rich first, and ask questions
later. It's for folks who ain't yet been able to squeeze out enough time to
git the job done, or they ain't got the wherewithall to git it done, and they
ain't found the right openin' to git into studyin' the natural facts of the
cosmos, but they want to git to the gittin' down of the matter by takin' as
fact what science done already figgered out and they done realized it's time
to move, and move right now, without figgerin' out how a bunch of whitecoated scientists done figgered out how to do it.
Now, this here's what I expect outta ya: you'll take what I'm tellin' ya as
though it were the God's honest truth, just like you'd accept Thomas
Edison or that Marconi feller tellin' ya the truth of how electricity works;
and that once ya take what I'm tellin' ya as the God's honest truth, you'll
prove that I'm right by goin' out and doin' it without worryin' 'bout it or
thinkin' it over. Every single person, no never-mindin' what gender they
might be, is gonna, for an absolute fact, git rich; 'cuz the science I'm usin'
in this here book is a method that ya gotta follow exactly, and once ya use
this method, ya absolutely positively can't fail. But for those of y'all who
are still actin' like Doubtin' Thomas, and need to dig around into the
mental workings so that ya got somethin' to convince yer brain this'll
work, I'm gonna list off for y'all a bunch of experts on all of this. There's a
theory that says everythin' is one big ol' part of itself and the one big ol'
part of itself is everythin'; and that this one thing shows itself as many
different parts of this here world that we see - it comes outta the Hindu
religion, and more and more it's gainin' ground and gittin' accepted here
in the western half of the world and has been for 'bout the last couple of
hundred years. This here idea is the groundwork of all the Orient's
wisdom, and The followin' well known teachers also take it as fact:
Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz, Schopenhauer, Hegel and Emerson.
If ya gotta prove it to yerself, then I'd advise ya to go read the works of
Hegel and Emerson yerself, and then you'll believe it.
When I wrote this here book, I gave up any ideas of makin' this book to go
soundin' all high-toned, and gave into the idea of makin' it plain and
simple, so that all folks might git a good grasp of what I'm teachin'. The
plan that I'm tellin' ya, came outta figgerin' stuff out by chasin' down and
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grabbin' ahold of, and not lettin' go of, wisdom; it's already worked and
it's done been proved by the real world doin' of it by real folks who went
and worked it all out; and let me tell y'all this; it does work.
If ya absolutely gotta know how I figgered out the stuff I'm 'bout to teach
ya, then go and read the works of the authors I just told ya 'bout a little bit
ago; but,if ya want to git the good stuff of what I already done learned
from those fellers' wisdom, that's actually been done in real life by real
folks, then y'all better read this here book, and do exactly what it's tellin'
ya to do.
The Author
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CHAPTER 1
The Right Ta Be Rich.
I don't care what y'all wanna tell me about bein' broke bein' a good thing,
the truth of the matter is that ya can't live a really really good life unless
you're rich. Ya can't rise up to the best stuff ya got in ya talent-wise or
spiritual-wise unless ya got plenty of money; 'cuz if ya wanna show yer
soul's worth and build up yer inner and outer skills, ya gotta have a lot of
things ya can use, and ya can't have these things you'll need, unless ya got
money to git 'em with.
Ya build up yer mind, yer inner spirit, and yer body by usin' these things,
and the way society's been runnin' things lately, ya gotta have a whole
heapload of money just to be able to own these things; so now, the
beginnin' of all forward movin' and growin' for the whole of the human
race, has gotta be findin' the exact guaranteed way of gittin' rich.
The whole reason for life is growin'; and every single little thing that gits
the pleasure of life has got itself a God-given right to grow as much as it
possibly can.
Yer right to life means yer right to have free total access to usin' all the
things ya need so ya can reach yer tip-top mental, spiritual, and physical
peaks; or, in other words, ya gotta right to be rich.
In this here book, I ain't gonna speak 'bout riches like it's a figger of
speech; 'cuz to be really rich don't mean bein' satisfied or happy with just
a little bit. Ya shouldn't oughtta ever be happy with just a little bit, if ya
got the skill of usin' and enjoyin' a whole heap more. Nature's reason is
for things to grow up and grow out while they're here on earth; and ya
oughtta have everythin' out there that'll help ya git to that power; I don't
care if it's style, beauty, or just a feelin' full in yer life. If you're happy
with less than that, it's a sin.
If ya own everythin' ya want and need so ya can live yer life, you're livin'
rich; and if ya ain't got a heapload of money, ya ain't got everythin' ya
want. Life's come such a far piece down the path, and gotten so mixed up
and tough to git done, that even the simplest of folks, no never-mindin'
what gender they might be, needs a whole lot of wealth just to live in a way
that can be even close to bein' called a really good life.
It's only natural that everybody wants to be the best they can be; this
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wantin' to show to everybody and everythin' all the best ya got inside ya is
born inside of ya; we simply can't help but want to be absolutely everythin'
we can be. Success in life is just exactly that; bein' what ya can be; ya can
only be what ya can be by usin' things, and ya only git to have those things
to be able to use any way ya want by bein' able to be rich enough to git
them. So, to figger out this exact way of gittin' rich has gotta be the most
important thing that ya can learn in everythin' known as knowledge.
There ain't nothin' wrong in wantin' to git rich. That burnin' in yer gut to
git rich that ya feel inside ya ain't nothin' but the burnin' desire inside of
ya for a better, richer, life full of everythin' ya want; and that there's
somethin' that oughtta be praised. If ya don't want to live a better life, then
you're sick in the head, and travelin' down that same path, if ya don't want
the money to be able to buy everythin' ya want, you're just as sick in the
head.
There are three reasons ya got for livin': yer body, yer mind, and yer soul.
Not one of these three reasons for livin' is better or holier than either of the
other two; all three of them are equally worthy of havin, and havin' well,
and not one of the three -- body, mind, or soul -- can live well if either of
the other two is cut outta gittin' what it needs and bein' able to show ya
what all it can do. It ain't right, and it ain't worthy of respect, to just live
for yer soul and let yer body and mind go starvin'; and in the exact same
way, it's wrong to just live for yer mind, and let yer body and soul go
starvin'.
We all know the bad junk that happens when ya just live for the body and
start lettin' yer mind and soul rot; and we've also seen that real life means
everythin' that comes outta ya through all three of these ways: yer body,
mind, and soul. I don't care what anybody says, ya can't be really happy or
satisfied unless yer body's livin' to its tip-top in every single way, and if the
same ain't true for yer mind and soul, then ya ain't gonna find no way to
be happy and satisfied either. When something's goin' a-wantin' or
somethin' ain't workin' right, then yer inner wants ain't happy. The
burnin' in yer gut inside of ya is lookin' to git out, just like bein' able to do
somethin' really fantastic is lookin' for a way to show ya what all it can
really do.
Yer body can't live a good life without good food, nice comfy clothes, and a
warm place to stay outta the wind, rain, and snow; and ya also got the
right to be free of havin' to do too much hard work. Restin' and relaxin'
gotta be a necessary part of yer physical life.
Ya can't live a good life in yer mind if ya ain't got books and the time to
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git into 'em, just like yer mind ain't livin' the good life unless ya got time
to go a piece down the road and really look good and close at things, and
just like ya ain't livin' good unless ya got somebody smart enough to share
all this with.
To git yer mind to its tip-top, it's gotta have a mental vacation, and it's
gotta have all the pretty things in art around it so ya can use and enjoy
them.
To git yer soul to its tip-top, ya gotta have love, and when you're broke, ya
can't see and feel love.
You're at the tip-top of yer happiness when ya can give gifts and things to
the folks ya love; love's in its natural state when ya can give things on the
spur of the moment. If ya ain't got nothin' to give, ya can't really be a
husband or a dad, a citizen, or even much of a human bein'. It's by usin'
the things of the world, that yer body reaches its tip-top, yer mind grows,
and yer soul comes outta hidin'. So, then, it should be right at the very top
of yer list for ya to be rich.
It's all right, and the way it oughtta be, that ya oughtta wanna git rich, if
you're right in yer head, ya can't help but want that. It's all right that ya
oughtta put yer best focus on the the exact guaranteed fool-proof way of
gittin' rich, for it's gotta be the most respected, and the most needed of
anythin' ya can study. If ya decide not to follow this teachin', then you're
tossin' to the wayside what you're supposed to do for yerself, God, and the
whole human race; 'cuz the only way ya can really serve God and the
human race is to make yerself the best you that ya can be.
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CHAPTER 2
There's An Exact Way Ta Git Rich.
There's an exact fool-proof way of gittin' rich, and it's a real precise way of
doin' things, just like algebra or arithmetic. There are certain natural facts
which state the exact guaranteed way of gittin' rich; once ya git these facts
figgered out, and ya do what they tell ya to, you'll git rich as sure as 2 + 2 =
4.
Ownin' money and real estate comes outta doin' things in one Precise
Guaranteed Way; if ya do things in this one Precise Guaranteed Way,
whether ya do it on purpose or 'cuz ya stumbled across it, ya git rich; if ya
don't do things in this one Precise Guaranteed Way, no never-mindin'
what ya do or how hard ya work at it, regardless of how good ya might be
at anythin' else, you're gonna stay broke.
This Precise Guaranteed Way is a natural fact that when somethin' causes
somethin' to happen it's gonna make it happen the same way every single
time; and, so then, anybody, no never-mindin' what gender they might be,
who learns how to do things in this one Precise Guaranteed Way, can't fail,
and is sure to git rich.
Let me give y'all some facts to show ya what I'm sayin' is true:
gittin' rich ain't 'cuz of where ya live, 'cuz, if that's the case, everybody
livin' in one special neighborhood would all have heaploads of money;
everybody livin' in one special city would all be rich, just like the towns
around that one special city would have nothin' in it but poor folk; and
everybody that's livin' in one special state would all be rollin' in dough,
while in the state next door everybody'd be flat-out broke.
But no never-mindin' where ya look, there's rich folk and poor folk livin'
right next to each other, right in the same neighborhood, and sometimes
these folk are even doin' the exact same job. When ya got two folks livin' in
the same area, and in the same business, and one of them gits rich while the
other stays broke, it oughtta tell ya that gittin' rich ain't, most of all, a
matter of where ya are. Some areas might be better than others, but both
fellers in the exact same business are in the exact same neighborhood, and
one of them gits rich while the other can't cut the mustard, it's gotta tell ya
that gittin' rich happens 'cuz of doin' things in a Precise Guaranteed Way.
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And let me add this to that, bein' able to do things in this Precise
Guaranteed Way ain't happenin' only 'cuz ya got talent, 'cuz a lot of folks
got some real great talent, and yet they're still poor, while there's other
folks out there who got practically no talent at all, to speak of, and they git
rich.
When ya take a real close gander at the folks who got rich, ya find out they
don't stand outta the crowd in a whole lot of ways, and they ain't got no
real talent or skills, at least not more so than most other folks. It should be
as plain as the nose on yer face that ya don't git rich outta havin' talent
and skill that other folks ain't got, but 'cuz these folks happen to do things
in a Precise Guaranteed Way.
Gittin' rich ain't happenin' just 'cuz of savin', or livin' “cheaply”; many
people who gotta cut corners 'cuz they ain't got the wherewithall to git
anythin' else are still poor, while folks that blow their whole wad every
payday git rich.
And gittin' rich don't come outta doin' things other folks don't do; 'cuz two
fellers in the exact same business, most of the time do almost the exact
same things, and one of the fellers gits rich while the other stays broke or
winds up filin' bankruptcy.
Outta all these here examples, ya gotta come to the idea that gittin' rich
comes outta doin' things in a Precise Guaranteed Way.
If gittin' rich comes outta doin' things in a Precise Guaranteed Way, and
somethin' causin' somethin' to happen is gonna make it happen the same
way every single time, then anybody, no never-mindin' what gender they
might be, who can do that thing in that Precise Guaranteed Way can git
rich, and the entire situation's under the Precise Guaranteed Way's
control.
But, here's the question: Can this Precise Guaranteed Way be so tough,
that only a few folks can follow it's path? This just ain't true, 'cuz as we've
just seen, as much as ya consider natural skills, talented folk git rich, and
total morons git rich; extremely bright folk git rich, and downright stupid
people git rich; athletes git rich, and weaklings who are constantly takin'
sick git rich.
Now, naturally, ya gotta have at least a little bit of skill in thinkin' and
understandin; but, if you're just lookin' at raw talent, anybody, no nevermindin' what gender they might be, who's smart enough to read and grab
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ahold of these words can, without a shred of doubt, git themselves rich.
And, ya know, we've already seen it ain't a matter of where you're livin' at.
Where you're at does count for a little somethin'; ya don't go deep into the
middle of the Sahara desert and expect to see any kind of real success in
yer business.
Gittin' rich means ya gotta deal with folks, and ya gotta be where folks are
to deal with them; and if these folks wanna deal the way ya wanna deal,
well then, great. But, that's about all there is to this idea that the area ya
live in makes any never-mind at all.
If there's folks livin' in yer town who can git rich, then ya can, too; and if
there's folks livin' in yer state that can git rich, then ya can, too.
Let me tell ya one more time, it ain't by pickin' out any special business or
trade skill. There are rich folks in absolutely every type of business; and
the folks right next door, who are doin' the exact same business stay flatout broke.
Now, it's a fact, you'll do the best ya can in a business ya like, and a
business that likes ya; and if ya got some special skills that you've built up,
you'll do best in a business which needs ya to use those kinds of skills.
And, you're gonna do best in a business that fits with where ya live; an icecream stand'll do better where the suns beatin' down all the time than it
would in Greenland, and a salmon farm's gonna do a whole bunch better
somewhere up in the Northwest than it's gonna in Florida, where they ain't
got any salmon.
But, puttin' those small details aside, gittin' rich ain't gonna come about
'cuz you're in any special business, but it'll come about 'cuz ya do things in
a Precise Guaranteed Way. If you're in a special business, and somebody
else in yer town's in the same business, but they're gittin' rich at it, while
you're chasin' away the bill collectors, it's 'cuz ya ain't doin' things the
same way the other feller is doin' them.
Ain't no one bein' stopped from gittin' rich 'cuz they ain't got money. It's
true,that when ya git money, gittin' more of it comes about a whole bunch
easier and quicker; but if somebody's already got money and they're
already rich, they don't need to keep figgerin' out how to git rich. No
matter how broke ya are, if ya start doin' things in this Precise Guaranteed
Way, you'll start gittin' rich; and you'll start havin' money. Gittin' the
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money is just a part of the trip to gittin' rich; and it's happens by followin',
without even a shred of doubt, the way of doin' things in a Precise
Guaranteed Way.
Ya could be the brokest man on the entire continent, and so deep in the pit
of debt ya might think there ain't a way out; maybe ya ain't got friends,
connections, or the wherewithall; but if ya start to do things in this way,
it's a fact ya will, absolutely, positively start gittin' rich, 'cuz somethin'
causin' somethin' to happen is gonna make it happen the exact same way
every single time. If ya ain't got any money, ya can git money; if you're in
the wrong business, ya can git into the right business; if you're in the
wrong place, ya can git to the right place; and ya can do all this startin' at
the job you're in right now and right where you're livin' at by doin' things
in the Precise Guaranteed Way which creates success.
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CHAPTER 3
Is Opportunity All Gobbled Up By Others?
Ain't no folks out there kept broke 'cuz some open door gittin' shut before
they got to it; and folks ain't broke 'cuz other folks done hoarded all the
wealth and put a fence around the money. Some doors might've gotten
shut on ya in certain lines of business, but there's other lines of business
that the door's just openin' up to ya. Ya might've had a tough time tryin'
to buy up any of the railroad property, that field's pretty well been done
sewed up. But, the electric railway business is just startin' to git off the
ground and it shows some promise of takin' off; and in a few ticks of the
clock after that, airplanes are gonna take off and haul stuff all over the
place, and all them airlines are gonna hire a whole load of folks, if not a
whole heapload of folks. So, why don't ya start focusin' on the airlines
instead of tryin' to beat out J. J. Hill and the other railroad tycoons for a
piece of the steam powered railway world?
Yep, you're right. If you're workin' in the steel industry, ya ain't got much
of a snowball's chance of takin' over and ownin' the plant where you're
just a worker; but I'm tellin' ya the truth that if you'll start actin' in a
Precise Guaranteed Way, you'll soon be able to quit yer job; then ya could
go and buy a piece of farmland, maybe like ten, or even forty acres in size,
and start workin' as a farmer. There's a wide open door right now for
folks livin' on small farms and workin' at farmin' it; these folks'll
absolutely git rich. ya might try and tell me it ain't possible for ya to git a
hold of that land, but I'm gonna show ya right now that it is possible, and
that ya absolutely can git a hold of some farmland if you'll start workin' in
a Precise Guaranteed Way.
At different timeframes, the doors of opportunity open up in a different
route than it did before, and this is all figgered out by what most of the folk
need, and also by what part of the social path we've gotten to. Right now,
here in America, it's startin' to take off towards farmin', and industries
that've joined together, and other types of professions. This very day, the
door's open even for factory workers. It's also been opened up to folks
who git farmers what they need, and it's even open wider than it was to
folks who got factories what they needed; and the door's really wide open
to a professional who's helpin' out the farmer, even more than the
professionals who helped out the workin' class.
There's a whole heap of doors openin' for those who go with the flow,
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instead of tryin' to go against it.
So then, factory workers, whether individually or as a group, ain't gittin'
beat outta the open doors. The workers ain't bein' “kept in their place”
'cuz of their bosses; they ain't bein' “ground up and spit out” by all the
different kinds of money owners. If ya look at them as a group, they're the
way they are 'cuz they don't do things in a Precise Guaranteed Way. If all
the workers in America decided to, they could do what the folks In
Belgium and other countries are doin', which is buildin' department stores
and other industries that the workers own themselves; they could choose a
bunch of folks, who are just like they are, to be the leaders, and they could
make a bunch of laws that lean towards favorin' workers ownin' the places
they work; and in a real short time they could take over the entire industry
without so much as liftin' a finger in battle.
All the folks in the workin' class could be the top dogs when they start
doin' things in a Precise Guaranteed Way; the natural facts of controllin'
money is the same for them as it is for anybody else. They gotta learn this;
they're gonna stay right where they're at as long as they keep on doin'
what they're doin'. One single worker outta this group, on the other hand,
ain't chained down 'cuz of the stupidity or the “lazy in the head” way of
the rest of the group; he can go with the flow to the open door of bein' rich,
and this here book's gonna let ya know how to do just that.
Ain't one single feller or one single gal, all by his or her lonesome, out there
who's chained to bein' broke 'cuz there ain't a whole heapload of money
out there; there's more than enough for everybody, no never-mindin' what
gender they might be. ya could build a palace as big as the capitol buildin'
in Washington for every single family on this entire planet just outta what
the United States, all by its lonesome, can give ya; and if we worked it
right, this country here could make enough wool, cotton, linen, and silk to
dress every single person on this planet in clothes that were better than
what Solomon wore when he wore his Sunday best; along with enough
food to feed everybody meals fit for a king.
As far as the eye can see, the stuff needed to do this don't seem to got an
end in sight; and the stuff we can't see, flat-out ain't got an end to it .
Everythin' ya can take a peek at here on this planet is all made outta one
single thing, and outta that single thing, everything's made.
They're always makin' new stuff, and old stuff's fadin' off into the sunset,
but both the new stuff and the old stuff're both made by that One Thing.
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There ain't no end to the supply of stuff that ain't been shaped yet, which
I'll call The Original Stuff. The entire universe's made outta this stuff; but
it didn't all git used up when the Universe done got made.
Every little hole, every little crack or crevice there is in this here universe
is soaked in and filled up with this Original Stuff; this stuff that just ain't
been shaped yet; and it's got all the stuff in it to make everythin' outta
scratch. There might be ten thousand times as much of this stuff that ain't
been shaped yet as already's been done made, and even if all that stuff was
made then we still ain't gonna find a way to run outta this stuff I'll call
universal basic scratch.
So then, ain't no folks that's poor 'cuz nature made them that way, or 'cuz
there ain't enough stuff to go around.
Nature's got a gigantic warehouse stuffed full of riches that ain't gonna
run out; we'll never run outta this stuff.
Original Stuff's livin' and it's full of energy that can make anythin', and
it's constantly makin' even more stuff it can shape itself into. When we run
outta stuff to build things, more new stuff'll take its place; when the soil
gits all wore out so ya can't grow any more food or stuff to make clothes,
it'll find a way to renew itself or more soil'll git made. When we done dug
out every last tiny ounce of gold and silver outta the earth, if we're at a
point where we still need gold and silver, the stuff that ain't been shaped
yet'll make more of it. The stuff that ain't been shaped yet reacts to what
human beings need; it ain't gonna let us go without any good stuff we need
or want.
This here's true of the entire human race, 'cuz when ya figger out the
human race as a whole, we've always got more than enough stuff to be
rich, and if certain folks are poor, it's all 'cuz they don't follow the Precise
Guaranteed way of doin' things that git folks rich.
This stuff that ain't been shaped yet it's got a good head on its shoulders;
it's thinkin' stuff. It's alive and it's always shoved in the way of makin'
more and more life.
It's only natural, 'cuz it's been born inside of all of us, to have a strong
want to figger out a way to live better; it's the nature of bein' smart that's
inside everythin' that makes everythin' find a way to make itself bigger,
and it's in the inner workin' of yer brain to find a way to make itself more
than it was and find a better way of makin' itself known. This here
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universe that's got shapes we can see was made outta the stuff that ain't
been shaped yet, and it tosses itself into a shape so we really can see what it
is a whole heap better.
This here universe is a mighty big Livin' Thing, and it's always naturally
movin' towards more life and a better way of actin'.
Nature was created so life could move on; its drivin' force is to make more
life. 'Cuz of this very reason, everythin' which adds to life is given what it
needs in heapfuls; there can't be any lack of it unless God's gonna
contradict Himself and wipe out His own works.
Ya ain't kept broke 'cuz there ain't enough to go around; it's the God's
honest truth, and I'll show it to ya a little ways down the road, that
anybody, no never-mindin' what gender they might be, can control
everythin' this stuff makes -- even the stuff that ain't been made yet, if
they'll just act and think in this one Precise Guaranteed Way.
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CHAPTER 4
The First Natural Fact in The Exact Way Ta Git Rich.
Thinkin' is the only power that make riches ya can see outta the Shapeless
Stuff. The stuff that makes everythin' is a thinkin' stuff, and the thinkin'
of the shape in this stuff makes the shape.
Original Substance gits 'round by means of what it's thinkin'; every shape
and every way there is that ya see in nature is just the final shape of what
we can see 'cuz in it's beginnin' it was just a single thought in this thing
called Original Stuff.
When the Shapeless Stuff thinks of a shape, it takes on the things that
make it into that shape; when it thinks of movin' in a particular direction,
it makes that movement. That's the way things go in everythin' that's
made. We're here in a world made up completely outta just thoughts,
which is just a part and parcel of this entire “thought universe.”
Once, there was a single thought about an entire movin' universe that ran
all through the Shapeless Stuff, and the Thinkin' Stuff began movin' in the
direction of that single thought, and it began to shape entire systems made
up of planets, and it kept holdin' on to that shape. Thinkin' Stuff becomes
the shape of it's thinkin', and it moves in the direction of that thinkin.
It took on an idea of a circlin' system made outta suns and worlds, so it
took on the shape of those very same things, and it set them goin' in the
way it was thinkin'. When it created a single thought of a shape of a
growin' slow oak tree, it moved that a way, and it made the tree, even
though it would take hundreds of years just to git the job done. When it
makes things, the Shapeless seems to go in the guidelines of the way it first
set up; the idea of an oak tree don't make a fully-grown tree just go and
pop up right outta the ground, but it does start it a-goin', which'll, in the
end, make that tree, and it'll do it goin' in the guidelines of growin' the
thinkin' first set up.
Every single thought that turns into a shape, that's kept in the Thinkin'
Stuff, makes that shape happen, and it always, or at least most of the time,
grows that a way and starts actin' out inside the guidelines that single
thought first set up.
The idea of a house bein' made in a special way, if it's pressed into the
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Shapeless Stuff, probably won't instantly make the shape of that house, but
it'll git the creative juices goin', which're already workin' with the money
and skills needed to make it move into a particular route that'll end up in
the house bein' built that way real quick-like. And, if there ain't no money
or skills for the creative juices to git it goin' that a way, then that very
same house would be built from basic scratch, and it won't wait for the
slow ways that are out there in both the livin' see-able world and the not
yet made invisible world.
There ain't an idea of shape that can be pressed into Original Stuff that
ain't gonna wind up in anythin' but the actual makin' of that same shape.
Inside every person, there's a center filled with thinkin', and that thinkin'
center can pop out ideas. Any shape that ya can make with yer hands
gotta first be there in yer thinkin'; ya can't shape somethin' until ya first
start thinkin' the thing.
And up to this point, we've only looked at hand-made things; we put all of
our sweat and blood into this shape world, and looked at tryin' to adapt
and change the things that are already here. We ain't even looked at tryin'
to make new shapes by pressin' our ideas into the Shapeless Stuff.
When ya git an idea, ya grab a hold of stuff outta nature's shapes, and ya
make an image of the shape in yer mind. Ya ain't, least not yet, put any
real effort into workin' together with the Shapeless Intelligence; to workin'
“with God the Father.” Ya ain't even dreamt up the idea ya can do “what
ya see God the Father doin'.” We reshape and change current shapes by
our sweat and blood; we ain't even given any real thought to whether or
not we could make things outta of the Shapeless Stuff by just relayin' our
thoughts into it. Here's what I'm goin' to prove to ya: ya might be able to
do just that; and I intend to prove that to anybody, no never-mindin' what
gender they might be, and I'm gonna show ya just how to do it. The first
thing we gotta do here is lay down three ground rules.
First, I'm tellin' ya as fact, there is one original shapeless thing, or maybe
ya want ta call it stuff, outta which everything's made. Even if it looks like
there's a whole heap of different elements out there, there just different
shapes of this one element; all the different shapes found in both the livin'
see-able world and the invisible not yet made world are just different
shapes, made outta the same thing. And, furthermore, this stuff I'm talkin'
'bout is thinkin' stuff; any idea kept in this stuff makes the shape of that
thought. So then, thoughts created outta this Thinkin' Stuff, turns into
shapes. You're the thinkin' center, and ya can make thoughts ain't never
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been thought before; if ya can git these thoughts pressed into the original
thinkin' stuff, ya can make, or shape, the very thing you're thinkin' 'bout.
Let me put this in a short, sweet way -Out there's a thinkin' stuff outta which everything's made, and when this
stuff's in it's firstborn state, soaks through, pokes through, and fills up
every little crack, crevice, and hole in the universe.
An idea, that's pressed into this stuff, Makes the very shape that's first seen
in that idea.
Ya can shape things in yer ideas, and by pressin' yer ideas into the
Shapeless Stuff, ya can make the thing ya shaped come into reality.
Some people ask me if I can prove what I'm sayin'; without gittin' into the
nitty-gritty of it, I tell them that I can prove it to them, and I can prove it
to them both logically and outta real life experience.
If we go back and figger out the event of the shape and the idea, I come to
one original thinkin' stuff; and lookin' out into the future outta this
thinkin' stuff, I arrive on our power to make the shape of the thing we
think about.
And when I test it out, I find the logic works; and that's my greatest proof
outta all this.
If you're readin' this book, and ya git rich by doin' what it tells ya to do,
then I've already proved my point; but if every single person who ever has
read, is readin', or is gonna read this book does what it says to do, and
everyone of them gits rich, then it's proof beyond a shadow of a doubt until
there's one person who goes through the method of this book and fails to
git rich. The idea's true until the method fails; and this method ain't gonna
fail; for everybody, no never-mindin' what gender they might be, who does
exactly what this books says to do will git rich.
I have told ya folks git rich by doin' things in a Precise Guaranteed Way,
and to be able to that, folks gotta be able to think in that Precise
Guaranteed Way.
Yer way of doin' things comes straight outta the way ya think 'bout things.
To do things the way ya wanna do them, you're gonna have to pick up the
skill of thinkin' the way ya wanna think; that's the first step on the path to
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gittin' rich.
To think what ya wanna think is to think the TRUTH, no never-mindin'
how else it might look.
Everybody, no never-mindin' what gender they might be, has got a natural
power born inside of them to think what they wanna think, but it's gonna
take a lot more doin' to git that job done than it does to think the thoughts
that are brought about by the way they look. To think along the lines of
the way things look to be is simple; to think the truth, despite the way
things look to be is real hard work, and it's gonna take more doin' to git
this done than any other job you've been asked to do.
There ain't a job out there that people want to avoid doin' more than
holdin' on to and puttin' their thoughts in order; I'm tellin' ya it's the
toughest job out there that ya could ever find on this entire planet. This is
really true when the truth appears to be in direct opposite way to the way
things look to be.
Everythin' ya think ya see in the world we can see leans towards makin' an
example of a shape in the mind that's takin' a good hard look at it; and this
only gonna git stopped by graspin' on to thinkin' the TRUTH real tight
and never lettin' go.
If ya look at what looks like disease, you'll make the shape of disease in yer
mind, and it'll find it's way into yer body, unless ya grasp and hold real
tight the idea of the truth, which is there ain't no disease; it's only the way
it looks, and what's really there is only health.
If ya look at what looks like poverty, you'll make the shape of poverty in
yer mind,unless ya grasp and hold real tight the idea of the truth, which is
there ain't no poverty; it's only the way it looks, and what's real is there's
only more than plenty of everythin'.
To think of health when all around ya is what looks like disease, or think
riches when all around ya looks like poverty, takes real power; but if ya git
this power, you've gotten to the level of a MASTER MIND. Then, ya can
beat out fate; ya can have what ya want.
The only way to git this power is by graspin' this basic truth, which is
what's behind the way things look like; and that fact is there is one
Thinkin' Stuff, which everything's made outta.
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Then ya gotta git a good firm hold on the truth that every idea that's put in
this stuff turns into a shape, and that ya can press these ideas into it and
make them take the shape and reality of turnin' into things ya can see.
When ya come to grips with this, doubt and fear lose their grip on ya, 'cuz
then ya know that ya can make what ya wanna make; ya can have what ya
wanna have, and ya can be what ya wanna be. The first step on the path
towards gittin' rich, ya gotta believe these three ground rules, and in order
to make my point, I'm gonna tell ya again right here: -Out there is a thinkin' stuff outta which everything's made, and when this
stuff is in it's firstborn state, soaks through, pokes through, and fills up
every little crack, crevice, and hole in the universe.
An idea, that's pressed into this stuff, Makes the very shape it first sees
in that idea.
You can shape things in yer ideas, and by pressin' yer ideas into the
Shapeless Stuff, ya can make the thing ya shaped come into reality.
Ya gotta toss to the wayside any other ideas except the idea that everythin'
came outta one stuff and one stuff came outta everythin'; and ya gotta keep
thinkin' 'bout it until this idea's hard-wired into yer mind, and the idea of
it's turned into a habit. Ya need to read these three ground rules over and
over and over again; burn every word into yer memory, and think about
them until ya absolutely believe what they're tellin' ya. If there's even a
hint of a doubt 'bout these three ground rules, toss it to the wayside like an
unwanted sin. Don't listen to anythin' or anybody that argues with these
ground rules; don't even go to churches or lectures where the opposite idea
of these ground rules is taught or preached. Don't read magazines or
books which teach a different method; if ya git confused in yer faith,
everythin' ya done'll be worthless.
Don't ask why these things are the truth, and don't even dwell on how they
can be true; ya gotta simply accept them on trust alone.
The exact way of gittin' rich starts with givin' yer whole heart into
acceptin' these three groundrules as a matter of faith.
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CHAPTER 5
Increasin' Life.
Ya gotta git outta yer head any shred of the old idea that God's will is that
you're supposed to be poor, or that ya can serve God's purpose by ya bein'
kept in a state of bein' flat-broke.
The Intelligent Stuff which is Everythin', and in Everythin', and that lives
in
Everythin', even you, is a Livin' Stuff that's aware of everythin'. Bein' a
livin' stuff, it's gotta have the natural desire that's born from within that's
in every livin' intelligence for the need to want more life. Every livin' thing
has to keep on lookin' to make it's life bigger, 'cuz life, in it's smallest act of
livin' has to give and make itself into more.
A seed, tossed on to the ground, starts doin' things, and in the act of livin'
makes a hundred more seeds; life, by livin', makes itself into more. It's
always in the process of bein' More; it has to do this, if it wants to be here
at all.
Intelligence has got this very same need to always make itself bigger.
Every idea or thought we think has gotta lead to another idea or thought;
bein' aware of things is always gittin' bigger. Every fact we pick up moves
us to learnin' another fact; knowledge is always gittin' bigger. Every skill
we work on sparks us to want to work on another skill; we are ruled by
this life's desire, lookin' for a way of makin' itself known, which pushes us
on to knowin' more, doin' more, and bein' more.
So that we can know more, do more, and be more, we gotta have more; we
gotta have things we can use. The only way we learn, do, and be here is by
usin' things. We gotta be rich, so that we can live more.
This wantin' of riches is simply life lookin' to finish itself; every desire is
the work of some possibility not thought of before movin' into action. It's
power tryin' to show itself that's causin' this burnin' inside. The idea that
makes ya want more money is the same way used to make plants grow; it's
called “Life seekin' to turn into more.”
The One Livin' Stuff's gotta be ruled by the natural facts that all of life's
born with; it's soaked in the desire to live more; that's why it's always
needin' to make things.
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The One Stuff wants to live more when it's inside of ya; so it wants ya to
have everythin' ya can use.
It's God's desire that ya oughtta git rich. God wants ya to git rich 'cuz he
can show Hisself better through ya, if ya got plenty of things to use in
givin' Him a way to show Hisself. He can live better inside of ya, if ya got
nothin' stoppin' ya from controllin' the ways of yer life.
The universe wants ya to git everythin' ya wanna have.
Nature's yer friend when it comes to yer plans.
Everythin' comes naturally to ya.
Figger it out and git it in yer head, this is the truth.
It's absolutely necessary, though, that yer goals oughtta be in tune with the
goals that are in Everythin'.
Ya gotta want real life; not just pleasure or somethin' to make yerself
selfish and happy. Life's part of the way function happens; and ya only
live when ya do every single reason for livin', whether it's physical, mental,
or spiritual, of which ya can do, without any part gittin' more than it
oughtta.
Ya don't wanna git rich, so ya can live like a pig, so ya can satisfy all yer
animal-like wants; that ain't life. So, bein' able to git all three reasons for
livin' workin' right's gotta be a part of yer life, and ain't nobody livin' their
best, if they ain't givin' into the body's need to live normally and healthy.
Ya don't wanna git rich just to make yer mind a mental playground, and
git knowledge, to satisfy goals without reason, or to go and show everybody
else up, or be famous. Not that these ain't a real part of yer life, but if
you're livin' only to make yer mind a mental playground, ya ain't gonna git
the best outta yer life, and ya ain't gonna be happy with how yer life turns
out.
Ya don't wanna git rich just to make others feel good, and losin' yerself on
the way to savin' the rest of the human race, and feelin' the joys of givin'
away yer money and sacrificin'. The joys of the soul are just a part and
parcel of yer whole life; and they ain't no better or more respectable than
any other part of yer life.
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Ya wanna git rich so that ya can eat, drink, and have fun when it's the
right time; so that ya can have beautiful things all around ya, go and see
faraway places, feed yer mind, and build up yer wisdom and things ya
know; so that ya can love everybody and do nice things, while bein' able to
make yerself a big part outta helpin' the world find out the truth.
But remember this: doin' things outta a pure type of love can go too far,
and it ain't any more respectable than takin' yer selfishness too far; both of
them are mistakes.
Toss to the wayside any idea that God wants ya to sacrifice yerself for the
good of other folks, and that ya can git on his Good side by doin' that; God
don't want nothin' of the kind.
What God wants is that ya oughtta make the most of yerself, so that ya can
git somethin' outta it, as well as all the folks around ya gittin' somethin'
outta it; and ya can help others more by makin' the most of who ya are,
than ya can in any other way.
Ya can only be the best ya can be by gittin' rich; so it's right and worthy of
bein' praised that ya give yer first and very best thoughts into the job of
gittin' rich.
But don't ya forget this, then, that Original Stuff is desirin' the same thing
for everybody, and the way it moves has gotta be in the direction of
everybody gittin' more life; ya can't make it work to give somebody else
less than anybody else, 'cuz it's gotta be the exact same in everybody, and
it's gotta be lookin' for riches and better life.
Intelligent Stuff will make things for ya, but it ain't gonna take somethin'
from somebody else just so ya can git it.
Ya gotta toss to the wayside the idea of competin' with anybody or anythin'
else. You're to make, not fightin' somebody or somethin' else for what's
already been made.
Ya don't need to take anythin' from anybody else.
Ya don't gotta drive a hard bargain for anythin'.
Ya ain't gotta cheat, or take advantage of anybody. Ya don't need to let
anybody work for ya for less than what he or she's rightfully earned.
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Ya don't gotta git green over somethin' somebody else's got, or look at it
with wantin' eyes; ain't nobody got anythin' that you yerself can't git, and
ya don't gotta git it by takin' it away from him or her.
You're gonna be a maker, not a competitor; you're gonna git what ya
want, but you're gonna do it in such a way that when ya git it, everybody's
gonna have more than they got in the first place.
I'm fully aware there are folks out there who got a heapload of money by
goin' in the exact opposite way of what I just said, and I hope I might could
explain that. I know that folks who got money that control things, and
they got real, real rich, do so, once in a while by their better than average
skills on the battlefield of competin'; and once in a while, by accident and
without knowin' they even done it, they git themselves in line with the
Original Stuff's great goals and the way it moves for the general good of
the entire human race through their way of changin' the face of industry.
Rockefeller, Carnegie, Morgan, and all them other fellers, have, without
knowin' they done it, been God's agents in the much needed work of
puttin' in a system to git more and more outta industry; and when it all
comes out in the wash, the work they did'll add heaploads towards
everybody havin' more and more life. But, their time's almost over; they
done organized the way things are made, and they'll soon see folks take
over who work for all the folks, and who'll organize systems so they'll git
things out to all these folks.
The multi-millionaires are kind of like the dinosaurs of olden times; they
played a much needed part in the ways of things changin', but the same
Power which made them'll also git rid of them. And, you'd do well to
remember, they weren't really rich; when ya look at the writings 'bout
their private lives, as was true 'bout most of this controllin' class, it's
gonna show ya they really been the most downhearted and worst-off of all
the poor folk.
Money that's gotten 'cuz ya beat somebody outta somethin' ain't never
gonna be enough and that kind of money surefire don't last; go got the
riches today and somebody else's got them tomorrow. Now y'all remember
this, if you're gonna be rich in an Exact and Precise Guaranteed Way, ya
gotta git above the idea of thinkin' in a competin' way. Ya can't think, for
even one minnit, that there ain't enough. Just as soon as ya start thinkin'
that all the money's bein' hoarded and controlled by bankers and other
fellers or gals like 'em, and that the first thing ya gotta do is put all yer
energy into gittin' laws passed to stop that from happenin' or doin'
somethin' else to try and stop it; that's the minnit ya dropped back into the
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frame of mind of beatin' out other folks, and the power ya gotta create will
disappear for a while; and the worst of it is this, you'll probably stunt the
growth of all the powers to create that you'd already gained.
Ya gotta know by now that there are millions of dollars' worth of gold in
all the mountains in the earth, and that there's so many millions worth that
ya can't even count it all, and all that gold ain't even been found yet; and
even if that wasn't true, more gold could be made outta the Thinkin' Stuff
that'll take care of whatever ya needed.
And ya also gotta know that the money ya need's gonna git here, even if it's
gonna take a thousand men to be shown where the new gold mines, the told
mines that ain't even been found yet, are down the road.
Don't ya ever look at the supply of the stuff ya can see, always take a long
hard gander at the riches without end that's there in the Shapeless Stuff,
and ya need to know that these riches are gittin' here as fast as ya can git
and use them. Ain't nobody out there, who's tryin' to hoard the stuff ya
can see, that's gonna be able to stop ya from gittin' what's rightfully yours.
So don't ya ever think, even for a split second, that, unless ya rush it, all
the best places to build are gonna be taken before you're ready to build yer
house. Don't fret 'bout all the big businesses and trusts, and git all het up
that these businesses and trusts are gonna end up ownin' the entire planet.
Don't git all hot and bothered that you're gonna lose what ya want 'cuz
somebody else is gonna “beat ya to it.”
That just can't happen; ya ain't lookin' for anythin' that's owned by other
folks; you're makin' what ya want outta the Shapeless Stuff, and there
ain't no end in sight to what it's got in it. Stick to those three ground rules:
Out there is a thinkin' stuff outta which everything's made, and when this
stuff is in it's firstborn state, soaks through, pokes through, and fills up
every little crack, crevice, and hole in the universe.
An idea, that's pressed into this stuff, Makes the very shape it first sees
in that idea.
Ya can shape things in yer ideas, and by pressin' yer ideas into the
Shapeless Stuff, ya can make the thing ya shaped come into reality.
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CHAPTER 6
How Riches Come Ta Ya.
When I tell ya that ya ain't gotta drive a hard bargain, I'm not sayin' that
ya don't gotta drive any bargains whatsoever, or that you're above needin'
to have to deal with yer fellow human beings. What I'm sayin' is that ya
ain't gotta deal with them as though ya got the upper hand; ya don't have
to git somethin' for nothin', but ya can give to everybody more than what
ya take.
Now, ya can't go and give everybody more in cold hard cash than ya take,
but ya can give more in use value than the cold hard cash of the thing ya
take. The paper, ink, and other stuff used to make this book might not be
worth the money you're payin' for it; but if the ideas told in here bring ya
thousands of dollars, ya ain't been wronged by the person who sold it to
ya; they gave ya a great deal for a little bit of money.
Let's say I got a picture done by some great artist, which, in any civilized
part of the world, is worth thousands of dollars. So, I go up north and take
it Baffin Ray, and by my “great sales skill” convince an Eskimo to give me
a bundle of furs worth 'bout $500 for it. I done wronged that Eskimo, 'cuz
he ain't got no use for that picture; it's got no value for the Eskimo; it ain't
gonna add to the Eskimo's life.
But, let's suppose I give him a gun worth $50 of furs; then the Eskimo's
made a good deal. The Eskimo can use the gun; it'll git him or her a bunch
of furs and a lot of food; it's gonna add to the Eskimo's life in every single
way; it'll make the Eskimo rich.
When ya git yerself above the idea of beatin' others outta somethin' and
move up to a field of creatin' skills, ya can check yer business dealings real
close, and if you're sellin' anybody anythin' which don't add more to the
buyer's life than the thing ya give them for it, ya can afford to quit doin'
this. Ya don't gotta beat anybody out in business. And if you're in a
business which beats people outta things, git outta that business right this
minnit.
Give everybody, never-mindin' what gender they might be, more in use
value than ya take in cold hard cash; then you'll be addin' to the life of
everybody in the world by every single business deal ya do.
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If ya got folks workin' for ya, ya gotta git more outta them in cold hard
cash than ya pay them wage-wise; but ya can put yer business together in
such a way that it's got the idea of bein' able to move up the ladder, and in
such a way that each employee who wants to do just that can move up the
ladder a little bit every single day.
Ya could set up yer business for the folks that work for ya in a way that
this book is doin' for ya. Ya can do yer business and make it like a ladder,
that any of yer employees who make the effort can climb to riches; and
when the door opens for 'em, and if yer employees don't go through it,
then it ain't yer fault.
And, the last thing I wanna tell ya 'bout this part, is just 'cuz you're makin'
yer riches outta the Shapeless Stuff which is soaked in everythin' around
ya, it don't mean they're gonna shape themselves outta thin air and pop
outta the air right before yer eyes.
Let's say ya want a sewin' machine, as an example, I don't mean to tell ya
that you're goin' to press the idea of a sewin' machine into the Thinkin'
Stuff until the machine is made without somebody havin' made it, in the
very room you're sittin' in, or somewhere else. But, if ya want that sewin'
machine, git the picture of that sewin' machine in yer head with the
absolute positive idea that it's already bein' made, or it's on its way to ya.
After ya shaped the idea, git it right in yer head with absolute positive
certainty and don't even question the faith that the sewin' machine is on its
way to ya; don't even think or speak of it in any other way than that it's
absolutely positive goin' to be there. Tell it like ya already done owned it.
It'll git to ya by the power of God, actin' on the minds of folks. If ya live in
Maine, it may be somebody'll come from Texas or Japan to work
somethin' out with ya that'll wind up with ya gittin' what ya want.
And, if this is the case, the Texan or the Japanese is gonna git as much
value out of the deal as ya will.
Don't forget for even a minnit that the Thinkin' Stuff is through everythin',
in everythin', talkin' with everythin', and can suggest everythin'. The
desire of the Thinkin' Stuff that everybody gits a better life and lives better
has already made all the sewin' machines that've already been made; and
it can make millions more of them, and it will, whenever folks start it goin'
by desire and faith it'll happen, and by actin' in a Precise Guaranteed
Way.
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Ya can absolutely git a sewin' machine into yer house; and it's just as
positive that ya can have any other thing or things that ya want, and that
you'll use, to have in yer own life, as well as lives of other folks, in an
upbeat way that helps everybody grow.
Ya ain't gotta stutter 'bout askin' in a big way; “it's yer Father's pleasure
to give ya the kingdom,” was what Jesus said.
Original Stuff wants to live as much as it can inside of ya, and it wants ya
to
have everythin' that ya can use or will use for livin' a life full of everythin'.
If you'll git this set in yer head: the fact that the desire you're feelin' to
own riches is joined together as one with the desire of God for a complete
showin', yer faith absolutely can't be beat by any force in this universe.
I remember a while back seein' a little boy sittin' at a piano, and he was
tryin', although it didn't come out very good, to bring music outta those
keys; and I saw that he was sad and angry 'cuz he couldn't play any real
music. I asked him why he was so upset, and he answered, “I can feel the
music in me, but I can't make my hands go right.” The music inside him
was a strong suggestion comin' out of the Original Substance, and it held
all the possibilities of life; all that's in music was lookin' to git out through
that boy.
God, the One Substance, is tryin' to live and do and enjoy things
throughout the entire human race. He's sayin', “I want hands to build
wonderful buildings, to play Godly music, to paint real pretty pictures; I
want feet to run my errands, eyes to see the beauty I've made, tongues
that'll tell mighty truths and sing some marvelous songs,” and on and on,
but I think ya git the picture.
All the possibilities out there are tryin' to come out in the open through
folk everywhere. God wants those who can play music to have pianos and
other musical instruments, and to have a way to build up their skill to their
very best; He wants the folks who can enjoy beauty to be able to have
beautiful things 'round them; He wants those who can understand and tell
truth to have an open door to travel and study; He wants those who can
enjoy fashion to be wearin' beautiful clothes, and who can enjoy good food
to be fed like a king.
God wants all this, 'cuz He enjoys and wants these things; it's God who
wants to play, and sing, and enjoy beauty, and tell truth, and wear fine
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clothin', and eat good food. “it is God that works in ya to will and to do,”
is what the Apostle Paul said.
The desire inside of ya that you're feelin' for riches is God, findin' a way to
show Hisself through ya as He sought to find a way to show Hisself in the
little boy who was sittin' at the piano.
So ya don't need to stutter 'bout askin' big.
Yer part in all this is to focus on and show God's wants.
This is the hardest part for most people to git over; they keep hangin' on to
this old idea that what pleases God is stayin' broke and sacrificin' yerself
for other folks. They look at bein' broke as bein' a part of the plan,
somethin' that's a needed part of nature. They got this idea that God's
already done with everythin' he's planned on doin', and made everythin'
he can make, and that most of us folks gotta stay broke, 'cuz there just
ain't enough to go around. They hang on to this wrong idea that they feel
ashamed to go askin' God for riches; they try to not want more than just
enough to git by, just enough to make them a little bit comfortable.
When I think back on it. I'm reminded of one of my students who was told
he had to git the idea in his head of a clear picture of the things he wanted,
so much so that the creative idea of those things might be pressed into the
Shapeless Stuff. He was real dirt poor and broke, and he lived in a rented
house, and only livin' by what he made on a day to day basis, and he
couldn't git hold of the fact that all the wealth out there was his. So, after
he thought 'bout it for a while, he figgered out that it was okay for him to
ask for a new rug for the floor of the best room in his house, and a coal
stove to heat up the house durin' the colder months. After doin' what this
book told him, he got these things in just a few months, and then it
suddenly struck him upside the head that he didn't ask for enough. He
went through his whole house where he was livin', and figgered out all the
way he could make his house better; he got it in his head that he could add
a bay window in this room here, and he could add a room there, until he
had a good idea in his head of what would be his perfect home; and then he
figgered out all the furniture and stuff he wanted in his house.
He kept the entire picture right there in his mind, and he started livin' in a
Precise Guaranteed Way, and started movin' in the direction of the things
he wanted; he owns that house now, and he's reshapin' it after the shape of
the image in his mind. And now, with an even bigger faith, he's goin' on to
git bigger and better things. It's been given to him by how much faith he
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has, and it's the exact same way with ya and with every single person on
this planet, no never-mindin' what gender they might be.
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CHAPTER 7
Thankfulness.
The examples I showed ya in the last chapter oughtta have shown ya the
fact that the first step in gittin' rich is to press the idea of what ya want
into the Shapeless Stuff.
I'm tellin' ya this is the truth, and you'll see that to git it done, ya need to
line yerself up with the Shapeless Intelligence so you're in tune with it.
To create this in such a way that you're in tune with the Shapeless
Intelligence is so absolutely and positively important that I'm gonna talk
about it right now, and show ya the way to do it, that if you'll do what I'm
tellin' ya, you'll absolutely bring yerself into bein' one with God's mind.
The entire method of fixin' yer mind and makin' up for what ya need to
can be told ya in one single word: Thankfulness.
First off, ya believe that there's one Intelligent Stuff, (known as God) and
that everythin' that's made came outta that stuff; second, ya believe that
this Stuff gives ya everythin' ya want; and third, ya line yerself up with it
by feelin' a real and a deep thankfulness.
A lot of folk who got everythin' else right in their life are chained to bein'
broke 'cuz they ain't thankful. After gittin' one gift outta God, they cut the
ties that bind them to Him by not statin' they know what He done.
It's easy to git a hold of the idea that the closer we live to where the
wealth's comin' outta, the more of the wealth we're gonna git; and it's easy
to also git a hold of the idea that if yer soul's thankful, it lives closer to God
than the folk that don't look to God to give him thanks for what they know
He done.
The more we give thanks when we think about God when good things come
our way, the more good things we're gonna git, and the quicker they're
gonna git here; and the whole reason comes down to this: when yer mind is
set on givin' thanks, it gits closer to where these blessings are comin' outta.
If this whole idea of thanks is new to ya, and that it'll bring yer entire mind
into tune better with the energy that make things throughout the entire
universe, then be happy 'bout it, and you'll find out it's the truth. The
good things ya got already came to ya from obeyin' special natural facts.
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By givin' thanks, yer mind'll be led into all the things that ain't yet here;
and it'll keep ya in better tune with the creative thinkin' and stop ya from
fallin' into the trap of “beatin' out others” way of thinkin'.
Givin' thanks, all by its lonesome, can keep ya focused on lookin' towards
God and stop ya into fallin' into the wrong idea of thinkin' there ain't
enough to go around; and if ya give into the idea there ain't enough to go
around, you're gonna git every single hope ya ever had dashed into the
rocks.
There's a natural Fact of Givin' Thanks, and it's an absolute fact that ya
need to obey this Fact, if you're gonna have things end up the way ya want
them to.
The Fact of Givin' Thanks is a natural law that states that the action and
the reaction have to always be exactly the same and go away from each
other.
When yer mind reaches out to God givin' him thanks and praise, it frees
up the energy of that force; it's absolutely guaranteed to git to where ya
sent it, and the reaction is that it'll instantly start headin' in yer direction.
“Git next to God, and He'll git next to ya.” That's a sayin' of absolute
truth based in psychology.
And if ya give thanks all the time, and ya do it with a lot of force behind it,
the reaction in the Shapeless Stuff is gonna have a lot of force and happen
all of the time; the way things will start movin' will be right at ya. I want
ya to notice somethin' here about the thankful way that Jesus had; he
always seemed to be sayin', “I thank ya, Father, that ya listen and hear
me.” ya can't wield power with thanks; 'cuz it's thanks that keeps ya tied
to Power.
But the value of thanks ain't just made up for the sole purpose of gittin' ya
more future blessings. Without thanks, ya can't keep yerself happy
without lookin' at how things are.
The very minnit ya let yer mind stay fixed on bein' unhappy with the way
things are, ya start to lose ground. ya start dwellin' on the common,
everyday, poor, filthy and just flat out mean stuff all around ya, and yer
mind starts shapin' these things. Then ya end up sendin' these shapes or
ideas into the Shapeless, and what ya end up gittin' back is the common,
everyday, poor, filthy, and just flat out mean stuff happenin' to ya.
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To let yer mind start focusin' on less than the best is to end up bein' less
than the best and gittin' things that are less than the best all around ya.
On the other hand, if ya focus yer mind on the best is to wind up with
havin' the best all around ya, and ya become the best.
The Power to Make Stuff that's inside all of us makes us into the shape of
that thing we focused on.
We are Thinkin' Stuff, and thinkin' stuff always takes on what it's thinkin'
'bout.
The thankful mind is always focusin' on the best; and so, it leans towards
bein' the best; it takes on the shape or ideal of the best, and ya'll always git
the best.
And another thing, faith's born outta thankfulness. The thankful mind
always expects good things, and what it expects, it gits. The reaction of
thankfulness workin' on yer mind makes faith; and every single wave of
thanks that heads out gives ya more faith. If ya ain't got a feelin' of bein'
thankful, ya can't hold on to livin' faith; and if ya ain't got a livin' faith, ya
can't git rich by creatin', and I'll show ya that in some of the chapters after
this one.
It's absolutely required that ya start workin' on the habit of givin' thanks
for every good think ya git; and ya need to give thanks all of the time.
And 'cuz everythin' has helped ya git where ya are, ya oughtta remember
to put everythin' in yer list of things to be thankful for.
Don't waste yer time frettin' and yappin' 'bout wrongdoings and lack of
skills of the folk with money who are doin' all the controllin' or the big
business. The way they put the world together is what gave ya an open
door; everythin' ya git is really gittin' to ya 'cuz of them.
Don't rail on against corrupt politicians; if it weren't for them, we'd all fall
into a pit of unstoppable crime, and yer open doors wouldn't be as many as
they are now.
God's put a lot of time and been real patient to git us to the point on the
road where we're at as far as industry and government are concerned, and
He's gonna keep on workin' with them. There ain't a shred of doubt in my
mind that he's gonna do away with the folks with money who are doin' all
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the controllin', the big businessmen, the big wigs in industry, and the
politicians as soon as they ain't needed; but, meanwhile, look at all the
good they did. Don't forget they are workin' on the very lines that help ya
git yer riches comin' to ya, and give thanks to each and every one of them.
This'll git ya in tune with the good that there is in everythin', and the good
in everythin' will start headin' in yer direction.
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CHAPTER 8
Thinkin' in the Precise Guaranteed Way.
Go back to Chapter 6 and read that story 'bout the student who shaped an
idea of the house that he wanted, and then you'll git a pretty good idea of
the first step ya gotta take to git rich. Ya gotta shape a real clear and
detail-filled mental picture of what ya want ta git; ya can't send the idea
unless ya first got it yerself.
Ya gotta have it before ya can give it; and a lot of folks fail 'cuz they don't
press into the Thinkin' Stuff 'cuz they only got a real vague idea of the
things they want to git done, have, or end up bein'.
It's ain't enough that ya got some general desire for riches so ya can “do
some type of good with it”; everybody wants to do that.
It ain't enough that ya got an itchin' to travel, see things, live better, and on
and on. Everbody wants to do that, too. If you're goin' to send a telegram
to yer friend, ya wouldn't just send him the letters in the alphabet, and let
yer friend put the message together; and ya wouldn't pick out a bunch of
words at random outta a dictionary. You'd send a sentence that was put
together right; so that it actually meant somethin'. When ya try to press
yer wants into Stuff, ya gotta remember that it's gotta be a statement with
meanin'; ya gotta know what want and be exact and precise about it. Ya
ain't ever gonna git rich, or git the Creatin' power movin', by sendin' out
shapeless wants and a bunch of unclear wants.
Go over yer wants just like the student I told ya about in Chapter 6 went
over his whole house; see exactly what ya want, and git yerself a real clear
mental picture of it as you'd want it to look when ya git it.
Ya gotta always have that clear mental picture right in the forefront of yer
mind, just like a sailor's got a picture of a special port that he's headed
towards when he's out sailin' on his ship; ya gotta keep yer eyes in that
way all the time. ya can't go losin' sight of it any more than a navigator on
that ship could stop lookin' at the compass.
Ya don't gotta go and take classes on how to focus, and ya ain't gotta set
out a special time for prayin' and dedicatin' yer life to yer goals, and ya
ain't gotta“go into the silence,” and ya don't have to do any kind of smoke
and mirrors type of stuff or mystical stuff of that kind. Those things are
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all right, but all ya need to know is this: know what ya want, and want it so
bad that its' gonna stay stuck right there in yer thoughts.
Ya can spend as much of yer spare time as ya got in thinkin' 'bout yer
picture, but ya ain't gotta take classes on a special way to focus yer mind
on somethin' ya really want; it's the things ya don't really care 'bout that
ya really need to spend a lot of time thinkin' 'bout.
And, unless ya really wanna git rich, and I mean rich bad enough to make
sure yer thoughts are strong enough to keep yer thinkin' focused on the
goal just like the magnetic pole grabs hold of a needle on a compass, you're
gonna waste yer time followin' through with the lessons I've given ya in
this book.
The path that I've laid out for ya is for the folks who want riches bad
enough to beat out bein' lazy in the head, and beat out lovin' to do things
the easiest way they know how, and will make these ways work.
The clearer and more specific ya make yer picture, and the more ya think
'bout it, bringin' out all the tiny wonderful details, the stronger yer wants
are gonna be; and the stronger yer wants are gonna be, the easier it's
gonna be to keep yer mind focused on the picture of what ya want.
But, there's one more ingredient to this recipe that ya absolutely gotta do,
than just see the picture as clearly as ya can. If that's all you're gonna do,
ya ain't got nothin' but a dream, and ya ain't gonna have any power, or
very little power, to git the job done.
Right behind that clear picture has gotta be the reason for makin' it
happen; bring it out so it can be seen and felt.
And behind this reason has got be an unbeatable and unshakeable FAITH
that the thing's already yours; that ya just gotta reach out, take hold of it,
and own it.
Ya need to actually live in yer new house, in yer mind, until it shapes itself
around ya physically. In the inner reaches of yer mind, walk inside into
the total joy of havin' the things ya want.
Jesus said, “Whatever things ya ask for when ya pray, believe ya already
have gotten them, and you'll have them.”
See these things ya want like they were really around ya all the time;
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picture yerself ownin' and usin' them. Use them in yer mind just like you'll
use them once ya actually can touch and feel them when ya own them.
Keep thinkin' about this mental picture until it is crystal clear, and then
take the Mental Attitude Of Ownin' These Things and put them into this
picture. Take hold of this, in yer mind, in complete faith, like it's actually
yours. Hold on to this mental idea of ownin' these things, don't ya go
wishy-washy for even a split second in yer faith that it's real and it's really
yours.
And remember what I told ya in Chapter 7 'bout Thankfulness; be as
thankful for it always as ya expect to be when it's shaped itself. The folks
who can thank God with a real sincerity for the things which he only owns
in his mind, has got real faith. Those folks'll git rich, and they'll make
whatever they want.
Ya don't gotta pray over and over again for things ya want; ya ain't gotta
tell God 'bout it every single day.
“Don't go repeatin' yerself over and over like the unbelievers do,” Jesus
said to his students, “'cuz yer Father knows ya need these things before ya
ask him.”
Yer part of the job is to shape, in a smart way, yer desire for the things
which make ya have a bigger, better life, and to put those ideas into a
meaningful way; and then press this Entire Desire into the Shapeless Stuff,
which has got the power and the desire to bring ya what ya want.
Ya don't make this pressin' by repeatin' a bunch of chained-together
words; ya make it by holdin' on to the picture with a REASON that can't
be broke lose of it to git it, and ya got a FAITH that can't be budged that
you'll git it.
Prayer's ain't answered by yer talkin' faith, but by yer workin' faith.
Ya can't make the mind of God notice by havin' a special day set apart to
let HIM know what ya want, and then forgettin' all about Him the rest of
the week. Ya can't make God notice by havin' particulars hours set aside
where ya go into yer closet and pray, if you're just gonna toss the idea
outta yer mind until that special time gits here again.
Speakin' the prayer out loud's okay, and it does somethin', especially to ya,
to help ya clear up yer picture and make yer faith stronger; but it ain't the
speakin' aloud of yer requests that gits ya what ya want. To git rich, ya
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ain't gotta have a “sweet hour of prayer”; ya need to “pray without
quittin'.” And by prayer, I'm talkin' 'bout holdin' firmly on to yer mental
picture, with the reason of makin' it into a shape ya can see and touch, and
doin' this with complete faith that you're doin' just that.
“Believe that ya git them.”
The whole thing hinges on comin' 'bout by gittin' a clear picture shaped in
yer mind. When ya got it shaped, it's okay to say it out loud, prayin' to
God in a respectful-like way; and from that minnit on, ya absolutely gotta,
in yer mind, git what you've asked for. Live in yer new house; wear some
fine clothes; ride in yer new car; go on yer trip, and have total faith in
plans for even better trips. Think and speak of everythin' you've asked for
as though ya already owned them. Picture what ya want to have around
ya, and where ya want to be money-wise exactly as you'd like it to be, and
then go and live in that picture in yer mind
Make sure, though, that ya don't do this just as a simple dreamer and
castle-builder; hold on to the FAITH that what ya done got pictured in yer
mind is already happenin', and to the REASON for makin' it REAL. Don't
forget that it's faith and reason in the way ya use yer mind that makes the
difference between the scientist and the dreamer. And, once ya got this set
in yer mind and ya got a good grasp of it, it is at this point that ya gotta
learn the right way to use yer willpower.
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CHAPTER 9
How ta Use Yer Will.
When you're workin' on gittin' rich in an exact way, don't try to force yer
control over anythin' 'sides yerself.
Ya ain't go the right to do that, anyways.
It's just plain ol' wrong to force yer control on other folks, makes no never
mind what gender they might be, just to git them to do things the way ya
want.
It's the worst kind of wrong to force folks by yer mind power, as it
is to use brute strength. If forcin' folks outta brute strength to do things
for ya, drops them to the status of a slave, forcin' them with yer mind
power does the exact same thing; the only difference is how ya do it. If
takin' stuff from folks by brute force is thievin', then takin' stuff by usin'
the force of yer mind power's gotta be thievin', too. There ain't no
difference when ya look at the rules of it.
Ya ain't got no right to use yer control on others, even if it's “for their
own good”; 'cuz ya ain't got a clue whether it's for somebody else's good or
not. The exact way of gittin' rich don't ask ya to force anybody else in any
way ya can think of. There ain't the smallest need to do that; as a matter
of fact, any time ya try to use yer control on other folks, you'll only lead
towards beatin' out yer own goals.
Ya don't need to force yer control on stuff, just to make the stuff come to
ya.
That's just like tryin' to force God to do somethin', and that's just stupid
and ain't gonna work, on top of slappin' God in the face.
Ya ain't gotta force God to give ya good stuff, no more than ya gotta use
yer mind power to make the sun git up in the mornin'.
Ya ain't gotta use yer control to beat up an enemy god, just like ya ain't
gotta use yer will power to make mule-ish and rebellin' powers do what ya
want.
The Original Stuff's yer friend, and it's already wantin' to give ya what ya
want more than you're ready to git it.
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To git rich, ya only gotta use yer control on yerself.
Once ya know what to think and how to do it, then ya gotta use yer mind
control to force yerself to think and do the things that are right. That's the
right way to use yer mind control on the way to gittin' what ya want -- ya
use it to keep yerself on the right path. Ya gotta use yer mind control to
keep yerself thinkin' and actin' in the Precise Guaranteed Way.
Don't be goin' and tryin' to cast yer control, or yer thinkin', or yer mind
out into thin air, to “work on” things or folks.
Keep yer mind in check and at home with ya; it can git a whole heap more
done there than it can anyplace else.
Use yer mind to shape a mental picture of what you're wantin', and grab
on and keep that picture firmly there with faith and reason; and then ya
can use yer control to keep yer mind workin' on the Right Path.
The more stable and constant yer faith and reason, the quicker you're
gonna git rich, 'cuz you're only gonna push POSITIVE stuff into the
Original Stuff, and ya ain't gonna dampen or counter-act it by pushin' out
negative stuff.
The picture of the things ya want, kept in check with faith and reason, for
all we know, is snatched up by the Shapeless, and fills it a long, long ways
out into the nether parts of the universe.
As this thought gits spread out across the universe, everythin' is set headin'
in the direction of makin' it a reality; everythin' thats got life, and
everythin' that don't, and even stuff that ain't been made yet, are inspired
towards bringin' into a real shape the very thing ya want. All the energy
in the universe starts gittin' shoved in that way; everythin' starts movin'
towards ya. Folks' minds, everywhere, are suggested toward doin' the
stuff needed to make yer wants and wishes complete; and they do it all,
without even thinkin' 'bout it.
But, you're gonna end up slammin' the brakes on all this by shovin' a
negative idea out into the Formless Stuff. Doubt or a notion of not
believin' it is gonna, without a doubt, start headin' everythin' in the
opposite direction from ya, just like Faith and Reason start headin' it
towards ya. It's by not gittin' the point of all this that most folks who try
to use “mind science” to git rich, mess up. Every single second ya spend in
listenin' to yer doubts and fear, every single second ya spend worryin',
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every single second yer very inner bein' let's doubt git a hold, starts the
energy headin' in the opposite direction from ya in the entire region of
Intelligent Stuff. All the promises out there are for the believers, and not
anybody else. I want ya to take note here, Jesus was real positive about
and always harpin' on this single idea of believin'; and now ya finally git to
understand exactly why he did that.
Now, since this idea of belief so all-fired important, don't you think ya
oughtta protect yer thinkin'; and since the way ya believe's gonna be
shaped by a good piece by the things ya look and think on, ain't it real
important that ya should control where you're puttin' yer focus.
And this is where yer power to control yerself comes in; 'cuz it's by yer
power to control yerself that you're gonna figger out what things you're
gonna focus on.
If yer goal is becomin' rich, don't ya go and spend yer time studyin' how
folks end up broke.
Stuff don't come into reality by focusin' on the opposite of what ya want.
Ya don't git healthy by studyin' disease and thinkin' on disease; ya don't
git right with God by studyin' sin and thinkin' on sin; and ain't nobody
ever got rich by studyin' how folks git broke, and thinkin' about how folks
git broke.
The study of medicine bein' pushed as a science of disease has only made
more disease; religion bein' pushed as science of sin has only made more
sin, and economics as a study of how folks end up broke's gonna end up
fillin' the whole planet with filthiness and lack of stuff.
Don't even open yer yap 'bout bein' broke, don't look into it, and don't
even fret yerself 'bout it. Don't think 'bout how it happened, 'cuz it don't
make no never-mind to ya.
What ya oughtta mind is the cure.
Don't spend yer time workin' for charities, or goin' to charity parties; all
charity always leans toward continuin' the filthiness it's tryin' to git rid of.
Now, I ain't tellin' ya to git cold-hearted or be mean, or even to not bother
hearin' the cry of the needy, but ya don't go out and try to git rid of folks
bein' broke in the regular “believed to be right” ways. Put all that behind
ya, and anythin' that's kin to it behind ya, and, instead “make good.”
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Git rich; that's the bestest way ya can help the poor folks.
Ya can't hold on to the picture of what's gonna make ya rich, if ya keep
fillin' up yer mind with pictures of folks bein' broke. Don't read books or
newspapers which go and tell ya about the filthiness of the folks that live in
apartments and trailers, or tell ya all about the horrors of children
workin', and on and on and on. Don't read anythin' that fills yer mind up
with dark picture of lack and folks sufferin'.
Ya ain't gonna be able to help the poor folks in any tiny way by knowin'
these things happen, and the ever increasin' stories 'bout them, don't lean
towards gittin' rid of the stuff that makes it happen.
What does lean towards gittin' away from these things ain't the pictures of
broke folks in yer thinkin', but instead git pictures of bein' rich inside the
heads of the broke folks.
Ya ain't abandonin' the poor folks while their sufferin' when ya refuse to
focus on havin' yer mind filled up with pictures of that sufferin'.
This whole state of folks bein' broke can be gotten rid of, but it ain't gonna
happen by gittin' more and more of the well-off folk to start thinkin' 'bout
it, but rather by lettin' more and more of the poor folk who make it their
focus on gittin' rich.
The broke folks don't need charity, they need somethin' to excite them.
Charity's only gonna give them a loaf of break to keep them alive in their
misery, or gives them somethin' to entertain them for an hour or two, so
they can forget their misery; but excitement over gittin' rich will make
them git up outta their misery. If ya really want to help the poor folks,
show them they can git rich; and then prove it to them by gittin' rich
yerself.
The only way this state of bein' broke is every gonna be completely gotten
rid of outta this world's gonna happen is if more and more folks start
practicin' what this here book's teachin'.
Folks absolutely oughtta be taught that gittin' rich comes outta makin' it,
and not by beatin' somebody else outta it.
Rich folks who git rich by beatin' others outta stuff, toss the ladder away
that they used to git there, and they make sure nobody else gits up there;
but folks who git rich by makin' stuff opens the door for thousands to come
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through behind him, and these folks motivate others to do what they did to
git there.
Ya ain't cold-hearted or lackin' feelings when ya will not let yerself feel
sorry for broke folks, or see broke folks, or read 'bout broke folks, or even
think, talk or listen to other folks talk 'bout it. You're not showin'
hardness of heart or an unfeelin' disposition when ya refuse to pity
poverty, see poverty, read about. Use yer control to keep yer mind
switched into the OFF position that's kin to anythin' 'bout broke folks, and
instead, switch yer mind to the ON position with faith and reason 'bout the
picture of what ya want.
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CHAPTER 10
More Use of Yer Will.
Ya ain't gonna keep an exact and clear picture of bein' rich, if ya keep on
focusin' on pictures that are the exact opposite, and it don't make no
never-mind whether you're yappin' 'bout pictures of real stuff outside of
ya, or pictures ya go and make up inside yer head.
Don't go and tell everybody of how rough ya had things money-wise in the
past, even if that was the truth. Don't go and tell of how broke yer mom
and dad were, or how rough ya had it in the formin' early years of yer
childhood; 'cuz ya go and do those things, you're gonna put yerself in the
same frame of mind as the poor folk of the right here and now, and it's
absolutely gonna go and stop the way riches been movin' in yer direction.
“Let the dead bury their dead,” like Jesus said.
Put bein' broke and anythin' that relates to bein' broke deep into yer rear
view mirror.
Ya see, now you've realized that a certain natural law of the universe is
correct, and you're placin' all yer happy hopes on that law bein' 100%
true; so, now what durn good's it gonna do ya to give any level of truth to
ideas that are in direct opposition to that law?
Don't go and read religious books that tell ya how quickly this world's
gonna end; and don't go readin' the writin' in the gossip-rags and the
hopeless thinkers who tell ya this world's goin' to the devil hisself.
I'm tellin' y'all right here and now, the world ain't goin' to the devil; it's
goin' to God.
Ain't that just an absolutely great way for the world to go?
Yep, I know, there's a heap of things out there that disagree with that idea
I just told ya; but what good's it gonna do ya to focus on 'em when they are
absolutely goin' away, and when ya go and focus on 'em, it only let's folks
git a reason to even think they might be right and slows 'em down from
goin' away quicker? Why ya want to waste all yer time and energy on
things which by the very nature of the way things go are gittin' tossed to
the wayside, and the only way ya gonna be able to help speed things along
is by doin' yer part?
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I don't care how awful some things seem to be in other countries, regions,
or places in this here world; you're only wastin' yer time and ruinin' yer
chances of makin' yerself better by even thinkin' on 'em.
Now, here's what ya oughtta do; put all yer time and energy in watchin'
the world git rich.
Think on all the riches comin' into this world, instead of all the people
bein' broke, 'cuz that's just gonna git tossed to the wayside, anyways; keep
this in yer head: the absolute only thing that ya can help the world git rich
is by gittin' rich yerself through usin' the creatin' power in yer head -- and
not by usin' the battlefield of competin' to git there.
Put yer entire attention on riches; ignore the idea of bein' broke.
So, now, when ya start talkin' or thinkin' about the poor folk, start talkin'
and thinkin' about them as gittin' rich; and think of them as the folk who
oughtta be congratulated rather than felt sorry for. Once ya do that, the
poor folk and everybody 'round them will catch on to the idea, and start
lookin' for the exit outta the land of bein' broke.
Now, just 'cuz I'm tellin' ya that you're supposed to put all yer energy and
thought into gittin' rich, it don't mean that ya got act like a low-life and be
mean.
To git really rich is the best goal ya can git in yer life, 'cuz everythin' else is
included in that one goal.
On the battlefield of competin', the battle to git rich ain't sanctioned by
God as the folks go scramblin' for power over their fellow human beings;
instead, when we focus on usin' the creatin' power in our head, all that
tommy-rot gits changed.
Everythin' that's possible as far as bein' great and showin' yer soul to the
world, or whether you're talkin' 'bout service or heavenly goals, it all
comes outta gittin' rich; and all that's possible by usin' things.
If you're sick, you'll find that gittin' better comes outta gittin' rich.
Only the folks who are free from worry 'bout their finances, and have got a
way to live a care-free life and follow cleanliness git to have and keep their
health.
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Bein' morally right, and have a heavenly greatness comes only to those
folks who put themselves above the battlefield of competition; and only the
folks who are gittin' rich on the open field of the creatin' power in their
mind are free from the low-life thinkin' of competin'. If ya really got yer
heart set on bein' happy at home, ya better remember this: love grows best
where ya got yer mind set above the lowly thoughts and up on a higher
plane where none of the dirty thoughts can git to ya; and the absolute only
way that happens is when ya git rich by usin' the creatin' powers in yer
head, without battlin' and feudin'.
Let me tell ya one more time: There ain't no higher goal than gittin' rich;
and ya absolutely gotta focus all yer energy and thoughts on the mental
picture in yer mind of the rich stuff ya want, and when ya do it, ya gotta
cast to the wayside anythin' that makes that picture tougher to see.
Ya absolutely gotta learn the TRUTH that is the basis of everythin'; ya
gotta see that anythin' that seems wrong is bein' overcome by the Great
One Life which is bringin' everythin' towards a better life full of a total
happiness.
Here's the fact: There ain't no such thing as bein' broke; there is only
bein' rich.
Some folks stay broke 'cuz they don't know the fact that they can git rich;
and the best way for them to learn this fact is by ya showin' them the way
by gittin' rich.
There's other folks out there who stay broke 'cuz, while the think there is
an exit outta the land of bein' broke, they're just too lazy mentally to put
their work into findin' it; and for these folks, the best thing ya can do is git
them all het up by showin' them all the happiness that happens when
you've earned the right to be rich.
There's other folks, still, that stay broke, 'cuz they got a vague idea of
science, they got themselves all tangled up and lost in the maze of cosmic
and unknown ways available, they ain't figgered out which road to git on.
They end up usin' a little of this one and a little of that one of all these
different ways, and they end up screwin' all of 'em up. And, by now, ya
oughtta have figgered out that the absolute best thing ya can do is show
them the right way in everythin' ya do in the way ya git rich; an ounce of
right-doin' beats a pound of thinkin' 'bout it.
One more time: The absolute best thing ya can do to help the whole planet
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is to make ya the best you ya can be.
There just ain't no better way out there to serve God and the entire human
race than this: git rich by usin' the creative powers in yer head, rather
than gittin' rich by playin' on the battlefield of competin'.
One more thing. It's my statement that this book gives ya in full and
complete teachin' everythin' there is to know about the exact way of gittin'
rich; and, if that's the case, ya don't need to read any other book out there
on this one topic. I know, that may sound narrow-minded and it might
sound like I think more of my writin' than I oughtta, but I want ya to think
'bout this: there ain't no better way of doin' math than usin' these four
methods: addin', subtractin', multiplyin', and dividin'; ain't no other way
to do it. There's only one shortest distance 'tween two points. There's only
one way to think in an exact way, and that's to think in the way that leads
by the quickest easiest way to git to where ya wanna be. Ain't nobody yet
figgered out a quicker or easier “system” than the one that's right here in
this book; and it's gotten anythin' that ain't important already ripped
outta it. Once ya start down this path, toss anythin' else to the wayside, git
'em outta yer head completely.
Read this book every single day; keep it with ya; memorize it; and don't ya
go thinkin' 'bout other “systems” or ideas. If ya do, and ya start to doubt
and git shaky in the way ya think 'bout this way; then all that's gonna
happen is you're gonna start failin'.
After you've made good good on yer promise to yerself and gotten yerself
rich, then ya can focus on other systems as much as ya want; but until
you're quite sure that you've gotten everythin' ya wanted, don't ya go and
read one other thing on the subject of gittin' rich, unless it's the authors I
mentioned at the very beginnin' of this here book.
And when ya read the newspaper or look at the news on tv or listen to it on
the radio, I want ya to read and watch and hear only the things that focus
on the world bein' a better place; those are the things that're in tune with
the picture in yer head.
Also, don't go diggin' into the unknown. Don't go dabblin' in the study of
God, or spiritual things, or mystic type things, or anythin' of the kind. It's
very likely that the dead can be raised and that they still live and are real
close by, but even if that's the case, leave 'em be; mind yer own business.
Wherever the spirits of the dead might be, they got their own work to do
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and they got their own problems to work on; and we ain't got no right to
git in their way of them doin' what they gotta do. We can't be of any help
to them, and it's real doubtful they are in any position to go and help us, or
even if we got the right to go and take up their time, even if they could.
Leave the dead and the life after this one alone, and focus on fixin' yer own
problem; gittin' rich. If ya start mixin' in with the unknown, you're gonna
start gittin' the waves in yer mind goin' in different directions and that's
gonna end up gittin' all yer hopes and dreams nothin' but shipwrecked.
Now, this and all the chapters before it have brought out the followin'
three ground rules:
Out there is a thinkin' stuff outta which everything's made, and when this
stuff is in it's firstborn state, soaks through, pokes through, and fills up
every little crack, crevice, and hole in the universe.
An idea, that's pressed into this stuff, Makes the very shape it first sees in
that idea.
For ya to be able to do this, ya gotta git off the battle field of competin' and
start usin' the creatin' powers in yer head; ya gotta git a crystal-clear
picture in yer head of the things ya want; and hold on to this picture in yer
thoughts with the absolute fixed GOAL of gittin' what ya want, and with
unshakeable FAITH that ya do git what ya want, and shuttin' outta yer
mind anythin' that gits in the way of ya gittin' yer goal, makin' yer picture
less clear, or destroyin' yer belief that ya git it.
And to add to all that, ya now git to see that ya gotta live and act in a
Precise Guaranteed Way.
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CHAPTER 11
Actin' in the Precise Guaranteed Way.
Thinkin' is the creative power, or the drivin' force which puts the creatin'
power into action; thinkin' in a Precise Guaranteed Way is gonna bring
riches to ya, but ya can't just rely on thought in and of itself, without
focusin' on puttin' action behind yer thinkin'. This is the rock that creates
the shipwreck of all the other folks out there who are tryin' to find their
way through the maze of ways out there to git rich -- they don't hook their
thoughts and their action together.
We ain't gotta that place in the road yet, even if there is a spot in the road
that's there, where we can create directly outta the Shapeless Stuff without
the work of nature or human hands; ya can't just think 'bout it and make
it happen; ya gotta put yer action into workin' together with yer thinkin'.
Just by thinkin' ya can git the gold that's hidden deep inside of the
mountains to start movin' in yer direction, but it ain't gonna dig itself outta
the earth for ya, git itself purified, or make itself into the shape of gold
coins, and come on rollin' down the hill so it can jump into yer pocket.
Under the drivin' power of God's Spirit, the way of the world is set so that
there's somebody out there that's gonna be led to dig the gold outta the
earth for ya; other folks are gonna do business dealings that's gonna push
the gold in yer direction, and what ya gotta do is this: ya gotta do all yer
business in such a way that when the gold comes to ya, you're ready to git
it. Yer thinkin' makes everythin', livin' or not, work in a way to bring ya
what ya want; but the way ya handle yer personal matters have gotta be in
such a way that ya got the right to git it when the the things ya want git to
ya. You're not supposed to take it outta charity, and ya ain't supposed to
steal it, ya have to give everybody more in use value than they give ya in
cold hard cash.
The exact precise use of thinkin' is made up of shapin' an exact clear
picture of what ya want; in holdin' steady of the reason to git what ya
want; and in comin' to grips with thankful faith that ya do git what ya
want.
Don't go and try to push yer thinkin' in some mysterious or unknown
mumbo-jumbo way, with the idea that doin' so is gonna go out and git
things for ya; that's a waste of time and money, and it's gonna make yer
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ability to think clearly and reasonably a whole heap less powerful than it is
right now.
The action bein' hooked up with yer thinkin' in the road to gittin' rich has
been completely told to ya in the chapters that ya read before this one; yer
faith and reason press yer picture into the Shapeless Stuff, which has the
EXACT SAME WANT FOR MORE LIFE THAT YOU DO; and this
picture, which it got from ya, sets all the forces at work into makin' it
happen and this all happens IN AND THROUGH THE WAY THEY
ALWAYS DO AND HAVE WORKED, but this time they work in the
direction of you.
It ain't yer job to go and tell or show this method of gittin' what ya want
how to git the job done; all ya gotta do is hold on to yer mental picture,
stick to it with reason, and keep yer faith and stay thankful.
But, for all that to happen, ya gotta act in a Precise Guaranteed Way, so
that ya can take hold of what's yours when it comes to ya, so that ya can
meet the things in yer mental picture and put them where they belong
when they git to ya.
I'm sure by now ya can see just how true all this is. When things git to ya,
there gonna be in the hands of other folks, who are gonna ask for
somethin' that's worth the same to them for what they got.
And the only way you're gonna git what's yours is by givin' to the other
feller or gal's what's theirs.
Now, don't think yer wallet's gonna just magically stuff itself full without
ya havin' to do somethin'.
Right here is the turnin' point in the exact way of gittin' rich: the point
where yer thinkin' and what ya do git put together. There's a heapload of
folk out there, who either thinkin' 'bout it or without thinkin' 'bout it, git
the forces of creation in action by the power or just by keepin' at thinkin'
'bout what they want, but they still stay broke 'cuz they ain't figgered out
how to take the thing when it gits to 'em.
By thinkin' the thing ya want comes to ya; by actin' ya git it.
Whatever the actin' is supposed to be, it's gotta be clear that you gotta act
right here and right NOW. Ya can't go actin' in the past, and it's
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absolutely vital that if you're picture's gonna stay in focus, ya have to toss
to the wayside anythin' that happened in the past from yer mind. Ya can't
go and act in the future, 'cuz the future ain't here yet. And ya can't go and
tell how you're gonna act in any situation that happens in the future until
that future situation gits here.
And just 'cuz ya ain't in the right business, or ya don't live in the right
place, don't go thinkin' ya can hold off on actin' until ya git in the right
business and in the right place. And don't go wastin' time right now
thinkin' as to the best way ya can handle future situations; just stay
grounded in yer faith that you'll be able to handle any situation when it
gits here.
If ya act now with yer mind wanderin' off somewhere in the future, what
ya do now is gonna be done with yer mind not where it's supposed to be,
and whatever ya do ain't gonna work.
Put yer entire mind into what you're doin' right now.
And don't go givin' yer creative desire to the Original Stuff, and then just
sit down wait to see how it comes out; if ya go and do that, ya ain't never
gonna git the stuff ya wanted. Ya must Act right now. There ain't no
other time but right now, and there ain't never gonna be any other time
than right now. If you're ever gonna start gittin' ready to git what ya
want, ya have to start right now.
And yer actin', whatever it's gonna be, has gotta start probably in the
business or job you're in at this very moment, and it has to be actin' with
the folks and things around ya right now.
Ya can't act where ya ain't; ya can't act where you've been, and ya can't
act where you're gonna be; ya can only act right where ya are.
Don't fret 'bout whether the stuff ya did yesterday was done good or bad;
do what you're doin' today well.
Don't fret 'bout the work ya gotta do tomorrow right now; there's gonna
be heaploads of time to do that when ya git to it.
Don't go tryin' by unknown or magical means, to act on folks or things that
are out of yer control.
Don't wait for things to git better, before ya act; make things better by
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actin'.
Ya can act on where ya live right now, so that ya can make yerself live in a
better place.
Hang on with faith and reason the picture of yerself in a better place, but
act on where you're at with everythin' ya got in ya, and that includes yer
heart, yer mind, and yer body.
Don't go wastin' time day dreamin' and buildin' castles in the sky; hang on
to the one picture of what ya want, and act NOW.
Don't go testin' the waters lookin' for somethin' new to do, or some
strange, unusual, or great act to do as a steppin' stone to gittin' rich. It's
most likely that what you'll be doin' is gonna be the same thing ya done at
some time in the past, but now you're gonna start doin' these things in the
Precise Guaranteed Way, which is absolutely, positively gonna make ya
rich.
If you're workin' in some business that ya don't feel is right for ya, don't
wait until ya git into the right business to start actin'.
Don't git all down in the mouth, or sit down and fret 'bout not bein' where
ya should be. Ain't nobody ever been so far from where he oughtta be that
he couldn't git to where he should be, and ain't nobody ever been so
wrapped up in the wrong job that he couldn't git into the right job.
Hang on to the picture of yerself of where ya ought to be, with the end
result of gittin' there, and the faith that you'll git there, and are gittin'
there; but start ACTIN' in the business you're in right now. Use the
business you're in right now as a way of gittin' into a better business, and
use where you're at right now as the way to git to where ya oughtta be.
Yer picture of the right business, if ya hang on to it with faith and reason,
will make GOD move the right business towards ya, and the way ya act, if
ya do it in the Precise Guaranteed Way, will make ya move towards that
business.
If you're a worker, and ya think that ya gotta change places to git what ya
want, don't “cast” yer thinkin' into space and count on that gittin' ya
another job. It's probably not gonna git the job to come to ya or even git
the job done, so to speak.
Hang on to the vision of yerself in the job ya want, while ya ACT with faith
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and reason on the job ya have, and you'll absolutely git the job ya want.
Yer picture and yer faith will git the creative force movin' to bring what ya
want in yer direction, but it's yer actin' that will make those same forces
where you're at to start movin' ya toward where ya wanna be. As I close
up this chapter, let me tell ya the three ground rules again: -Out there is a thinkin' stuff outta which everything's made, and when this
stuff is in it's firstborn state, soaks through, pokes through, and fills up
every little crack, crevice, and hole in the universe.
An idea, that's pressed into this stuff, Makes the very shape it first sees
in that idea.
Ya can shape things in yer ideas, and by pressin' yer ideas into the
Shapeless Stuff, ya can make the thing ya shaped come into reality.
For ya to be able to do this, ya gotta git off the battle field of competin' and
start usin' the creative powers in yer head; ya gotta git a crystal-clear
picture in yer head of the things ya want; and hold on to this picture in yer
thoughts with the absolute fixed GOAL of gittin' what ya want, and with
unshakeable FAITH that ya do git what ya want, and shuttin' outta yer
mind anythin' that gits in the way of ya gittin' yer goal, makin' yer picture
less clear, or destroyin' yer belief that ya git it.
So that ya can git what ya want when it gits here, ya got act right NOW on
the folks and things that are where you're at.
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CHAPTER 12
Actin' Right The First Time.
Ya absolutely gotta use yer thinkin' like I told ya in the previous chapters
in this here book, and ya gotta start doin' what ya can do wherever you're
at; and ya gotta do absolutely EVERYTHIN' that ya can do where you're
at.
The only way ya git ahead is by bein' bigger than where you're at; and
ain't no folks bigger than where they're at if they don't finish the work of
where they're at.
The world's only gonna git ahead by folks who do more than what's
required of where they're at.
If ya ain't quite done what's required of where you're at, then ya have to
see that you're headin' backwards in everythin' ya do. If ya don't quite do
what's needed of ya where you're at, then you're just an albatross on the
neck of society, yer government, business, and all of industry in general; ya
gotta be dragged along at the expense of others, and that at a pretty costly
penny. The way the world advances is only bein' slowed down by those
who don't do what they're needed to do in the jobs they got; they actually
should be back in the stone age travelin' with the dinosaurs, 'cuz the way
they're headed is towards makin' them and everybody 'round them worse.
Ain't no society that can move forward, if every single person in that
society was doin' less than what they needed to where they're at; the
advancement of society is mapped out by natural facts of mental and
physical changes for the better. In the animal planet, change comes about
cause there's more than plenty of life to go around.
When a single celled life form's got more than it can be where it's at, then
it starts takin' on more advanced life cells, and a new form of life is
created.
Ya can't git life forms if the original life form hadn't become more than it
had to be. The natural fact's the exact same for ya; gittin' rich comes
about by yer skill in makin' this natural fact work with everythin' ya do.
Every single day, well it's either a success or it's a failure; and it's the days
that it's a success that make sure ya git what ya want. If every single day's
a failure, you'd never git rich; on the other hand, if every single day's a
success, ya can't help but git rich.
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If there's somethin' that could be done today, and ya didn't do it, ya failed,
at least when it comes to that one thing; but the reactions to ya not doin'
that one thing could be far worse than you'd wanna imagine.
Ya ain't got the talent of lookin' into the future and seein' how even the
tiniest of acts end up playin' out; ya don't know the inner mechanics of
how all the powers out there in that vast universe have set a-goin' just for
ya. A whole heap of how it comes out could come down to yer doin' some
simple act; it could be the very thing that opens the door to a whole bunch
of possibilities. Ya ain't gonna ever know every single way that God, in his
Supreme Intelligence is weavin' things together to make things for ya in
this world and outta the acts of other humans; the fact that ya failed to do
some small thing right or just plain failed to do it at all could end up
slowin' down the process of ya gittin' what ya want.
So, then, every single day, do what ya can git done and what's gotta be
done on that day.
Now, let me put one little stipulation on that previous statement that ya
gotta pay attention to.
Don't overdo it, and don't go runnin' into it full-bore, and not payin'
attention to what you're doin' just so ya can git the biggest number of
things done in the shortest amount of time.
So, don't go and try to do what's gotta be done tomorrow by doin' it today,
and don't ya go and try to shove a week's worth of work into one single
day.
'Cuz it ain't really the number of things ya git done. It's how quickly and
correctly ya git done each single thing that makes the difference.
Every single act, is, all by it's lonesome, either a success, or it's a failure.
Every single act, is, all by it's lonesome, either workin' right or it ain't.
Every act that don't work right or wastes time is a failure, and if ya spend
yer whole life doin' things that don't work right or waste time, then yer
whole life is a failure.
In other words, if everything ya do don't work right or wastes time, the
more ya do of it, the worse off you're gonna be.
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But, lookin' at the other side of the coin, if every single act works right and
it's done well, all by it's lonesome, and if every single act ya do is just like
that, then it only stands to reason that yer entire life's a success.
The whole thing that makes failure happen is too doin' too many things
that don't work right or waste yer time, and not doin' enough things that
do work right and don't waste yer time.
You'll see this as clearly as ya see the nose on yer face that if ya ain't doin'
things wrong and ya ain't wastin' yer time, and if you're doin' things right
and they're worthwhile, and ya do enough of 'em, you'll git rich. So, then,
it's a fact, and it can happen, that ya can do every single act right, and
make it worthwhile, and if ya do that, you'll see that gittin' rich in it's
purest form is an exact science, just like doin' math.
But, the whole thing hinges on this one question: whether or not ya can
make every single act, all by it's lonesome, a success. And, I know, ya can
do this.
The reason is this: ya can make each single act a success, 'cuz ALL Power
is workin' inside of ya; and let me make sure ya know this: ALL Power
ain't gotta way to fail.
Power's there to do what ya want it to do, and to make every single thing
ya do worth yer time and come out right, all ya gotta do is put yer power
into it.
Every single action's either strong or it's weak; and when every single
action is strong, you're actin' in the Precise Guaranteed Way, which'll
make ya rich.
Every act can be made to be strong, worthwhile and right by hangin' on to
yer picture while you're doin' it; and puttin' the whole power of yer
FAITH and REASON into each and every single action.
Here's where most folks fall off the wagon: they think that the power in
yer mind is different from yer how ya act. They use the power of their
mind in one spot, and they put their actions in another place at a different
time. Their acts ain't successful, all by their lonesome; too many of the
actions are for the wrong reasons or waste time. But if ALL Power is put
into every single thing ya do, no never-mindin' how ordinary, every act
will be, all by it's lonesome, a success; and it's just the way things go that
every success leads the way to more successes and ya start headin' towards
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what ya want, and the thing ya want is comin' towards ya, and the pace of
the race of the POWER comin' towards ya and you towards the POWER is
gonna happen real quick, fast, and in a hurry.
Remember this: acts that are successful build up one on another. Since
life wants more and life's in everythin', when ya move towards more life,
more things glom on to ya, and the more the power of what ya want is
multiplied.
Every single day, do everythin' ya can in that day, and do every single
thing ya do in that day in a worthwhile and correct way.
When I tell ya that ya gotta hold on to yer mental picture when you're
doin' every single little thing, no never-mindin' how unimportant or
routine, I ain't meanin' to tell ya that ya gotta see yer mental picture
completely down to its smallest detail. When ya got spare time, away from
yer job, that's when ya focus on the tiniest details of yer mental picture.
And then ya think 'bout those tiny details so that they're set in yer head
like a stone that won't budge. If ya wanna git this done quick, then spend
every moment ya can possibly squeeze out in yer spare time away from yer
job workin' on gittin' this mental picture burnt into yer mind to its tiniest
point.
By thinkin' 'bout yer mental picture all of the time, you'll git that picture
real clear of the thing ya want, even to its smallest point, and you'll git it so
burnt into yer mind, and you'll git it so completely pressed into the mind of
the Formless Stuff, that when you're doin' yer job, you'll only have to give
it a quick think to bring ya faith and reason on full bore, and you'll make
yer best work come on out and into what you're thinkin'. Think 'bout yer
mental picture durin' yer spare time until yer whole mind is filled up with
the idea of what ya want so much that ya can reach out and touch it right
then and there. You'll git so happy with the promise of a real sparklin'
bright future, that just a moment's thought of that thing'll call out the
strongest parts that'll fill yer whole body up with energy.
Let's go over the three ground rules once more, but this time, let's add a
slight twist after 'em to show us where we've gotten to in our understandin'
of all this:
Out there is a thinkin' stuff outta which everything's made, and when this
stuff is in it's firstborn state, soaks through, pokes through, and fills up
every little crack, crevice, and hole in the universe.
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An idea, that's pressed into this stuff, Makes the very shape it first sees
in that idea.
Ya can shape things in yer ideas, and by pressin' yer ideas into the
Shapeless Stuff, ya can make the thing ya shaped come into reality.
To git this done, ya gotta move from the competin' battlefield and into yer
creatin' mind; ya gotta git a crystal clear picture in yer mind of the things
ya want, and the things ya wanna do, with faith and reason, so that ya do
all that ya can do in a day, doin' every single thing in as worthwhile and
correct a way as ya possibly can.
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CHAPTER 13
Gettin' into the Right Business.
If you're gonna be a SUCCESS, in any special kind of business, you're
gonna need to have a well-honed set of skills that that business needs.
If ya ain't got a good grip and skill with music, ya ain't gonna see success
as
a music teacher; if ya ain't got good wrenchin' skills, ya ain't gonna see
success as a mechanic; if ya ain't got some people skills and some business
background, ya ain't gonna see success as a store owner. But, just 'cuz ya
might got some skills in a special kind of business, that don't guarantee
you're gonna git rich. There's some pretty talented musicians out there,
and yet, they're broke; there are blacksmiths, carpenters, and a whole of
other folks out there with good wrenchin' skills, but they ain't gittin' rich,
and there's some shop owners out there with good people skills, and they
still ain't gittin' the job done when it comes to gittin' rich.
All these different skills ain't nothin' but tools; and ya gotta have good
tools,
but it's also necessary for ya to use those tools in the Right Way. One feller
can take a real sharp saw, a square, a good planin' tool, and on and on, a
build a right nice piece of furniture; another feller can use them exact same
tools and try to copy exactly what the other feller built, but he's gonna
screw it up. He ain't got a clue on how to use good tools in a way that
works.
The different skills inside yer head are the tools ya need to do the work of
gittin' rich; it'll git easier for ya to see some success if ya git into a business
that you're ready for 'cuz ya got yerself all head smart for that business.
But, for the most part, you'll do best in a business that uses yer best skills;
or in other words, a business which uses the skills that “fit ya best.” But,
this statement don't say it all. Nobody, makes no never mind what gender
they might be, should look at their job as bein' set in stone just 'cuz he or
she was born with skills that leaned in one way or another.
Ya can git rich in ANY business, 'cuz if ya ain't got the right skill, ya can
learn that skill; it just means you're gonna have to pick up the skills as ya
go, instead of limitin' yerself to the skills ya seemed to be born with.
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Yep, it'll be EASIER for ya to see success in some kind of job that ya
already done got yer skills all honed-up; but, ya can see success in any kind
of job, 'cuz ya can learn any skill ya need or want to, and there ain't no
skill out there that ya ain't got at least some basic ability to build on.
You'll spend less time gittin' rich, if you're doin' the thing that ya seem to
be suited for, but you'll git rich, and you'll do it a whole heap happier, if
you're doin' the thing ya ENJOY the most.
Doin' what ya want to do the most, now, that's life; and there ain't no real
happiness in bein' alive, if you're forever forced to do somethin' ya don't
even like to do, and ya ain't got a hope of ever doin' the thing ya want to
do. And, I'm tellin' ya, it's a fact that ya can do what ya want to do; just
the fact that ya want to do it's proof enough that ya got the power inside ya
to do it. The very want itself is showin' ya the power.
Wantin' to play music is power enough to play music that's lookin' to be
played and learned; wantin' to invent gizmos and gadgets and other useful
stuff is just mechanical skill lookin' to be shown and learned.
If there ain't no power, either learned or unlearned, to do somethin', there
ain't a wantin' to do it; when ya got a powerful wantin' to do somethin', it's
proof positive that there's a strong will to yer power, and all ya need to do
to learn and do it, is to learn and do it in the Right Way.
If everythin' else is considered equal, then it's best to pick the business
where ya got the most honed-up skills; but, if ya got a strong wantin' to put
yer energies into a special kind of work, ya oughtta go and pick that kind
of work as yer end all and be all to shoot for.
Do what ya want 'cuz ya can, and I'm tellin' ya right now, it's yer God
given right and you're allowed to chase after the business or skills which
will make ya the happiest and feel right to ya and for ya.
Ya ain't gotta do what ya don't like doin', and ya shouldn't oughtta do
that, unless it's a way to git ya towards doin' what ya want to do.
If ya done messed up in the past and you're in some job 'cuz ya have to be
to pay for what ya done, and that place ain't the best spot or business to be
in, ya might oughtta gotta be there for a while doin' what ya don't like
doin'; but ya can make what you're doin' feel all right 'cuz ya know it's
helpin' ya git to the point where ya can do what ya wanna do.
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If ya feel like ya ain't where you're supposed to be job-wise, don't go gittin'
all het up and rush into a different job. The best way, most of the time, to
git into a different job or a better place to be is by growin' into it.
Don't be all a-scared of makin' quick drastic changes if the door opens
itself to ya, and, after thinkin' 'bout it for a while, ya decided this is the
door you're supposed to go through; but don't ya ever take quick and
drastic actions when ya ain't positive it's the smart thing to do.
When you're on the creatin' plane; opportunity ain't lackin'.
When ya git off the competin' battlefield in yer mind, you'll figger out that
ya ain't gotta go actin' rashly. Ain't nobody gonna beat ya outta somethin'
ya wanna do; there's plenty for everybody. If one spot's filled up, a
different and better spot's gonna open for ya a little piece down the road;
there's plenty of time. When ya got a shred of doubt, hang on. Ya can
always rely on the thought of yer mental picture, and make yer belief and
reason bigger; and whatever ya do, when you're facin' doubt and ya can't
decide what's right, that's the time to work on bein' thankful.
If ya spend a day or so thinkin' 'bout the mental picture of what ya want,
and ya really give thanks that you're gittin' it, then yer mind's comin' into
such a close bond with God that ya ain't able to make a mistake when ya
do what ya need to do.
There's a mind out that that knows everythin' that's needed to be known;
and ya can git yerself bonded real close to this mind by believin' and
reasonin' while you're movin' further on in life, if ya got a deep
thankfulness in yer soul.
Mistakes happen outta actin' rash-like, or they happen outta actin' 'cuz
you're scared or ya don't know what to do, or they even happen 'cuz ya
done plumb forget the Right Reason for doin' it, (which is makin' sure
everybody gits more life, and that nobody gits less than they had before).
As ya keep on workin' in the Precise Guaranteed Way, more and more
doors are gonna open up to ya; and you'll need to keep yerself steady in
yer believin' and reason, and you're gonna have to keep in close touch with
God's Mind by sincerely and properly givin' thanks.
Do everythin' ya can in a perfect way every single day, but don't go rushin'
into them when ya do it, and don't do them outta frettin' or bein' scared.
Go as quick as ya can, but do it without gittin' in a frantic rush.
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Remember this, the second ya start rushin' yerself, ya stop creatin' and ya
start competin'; and that means ya went and fell off the wagon back to the
way ya went and done it before.
So, when ya find yerself rushin', stop yerself; turn yer focus back to the
mental picture in yer head of what ya want; and start givin' thanks that
you're gittin' it. When ya work on bein' THANKFUL, ya ain't ever gonna
stop buildin' yer faith and regainin' yer reason for doin' it.
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CHAPTER 14
Pressin' the Idea of More.
WHETHER or not ya change yer job, everythin' you're doin' right now
has gotta focus on the business you're doin' right now.
Ya can git into the business ya wanna git into by makin' good use of the job
you're already doin'; and ya do that by doin' yer workload in a Precise
Guaranteed Way.
And as far as yer job deals with other folks, whether you're talkin' face to
face or in a letter, the main point of everythin' ya do is to git across to the
other folks the idea of everythin' bein' more for everybody.
Bein' more is what everybody, makes no never mind what gender they
might be, are lookin' for; this is the Formless Intelligence pushin' out His
wants inside of them, and it's lookin' for a way to show itself.
The want for more is born inside everythin' in nature; it's the basic
lifeblood of the whole Universe. Anythin' that humans do is based on
wantin' more; folks are lookin' for more food, more clothes, better houses,
more fancy stuff, more pretty things, more knowledge, more fun stuff -more of somethin', or in other words, more out of life in general.
Every single thing that's got life's got this need to keep movin' forward,
'cuz if the idea of life stoppin' growin' happens, everything's gonna end
and die all at the same time.
Common sense tells ya all this, and so you're always and forever gonna be
lookin' for more. This natural fact of always gittin' more was told to us by
Jesus when he talked about the story of the talents; just the folks who git
more git to keep any of of it: 'cuz he or she who ain't got is gonna git even
the stuff he does got git taken away from him or her.
This perfectly normal wantin' for more wealth ain't an evil or disgustin'
thing; it's simply wantin' a life full of plenty; it's somethin' to shoot for.
And 'cuz it's so set in stone in the way we are, everybody, makes no never
mind what gender they might be, are gonna wanna be with the person who
can give them more stuff for them to be able to enjoy their lives.
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In doin' the Precise Guaranteed Way, like I done told ya all in all the pages
before this one, you're gittin' a never-endin' more of whatever ya want for
yerself, and you're givin' it out to everybody ya work, talk, or do anythin'
with.
You're a center of creatin', and outta ya, more is given to everybody.
Make sure ya know this, and then pass on this knowledge to every single
man, woman, and child ya ever deal with. Don't make no never-mind how
insignificant ya think the idea is, even if you're just sellin' a piece of candy
to a toddler, ya stick the idea of more into the customer's mind, and make
sure that the customer gits that idea of more stuck in his or her head.
Ya make sure ya pass on the idea of growin' in everythin' you're doin', so
much so that everybody around ya's got the idea that you're a Growin'
Man, and that ya help everybody grow who's dealin' with ya. This idea
oughtta go out to even the people ya just happen to deal with as friends,
without any idea of doin' business with 'em, and even to the people ya ain't
tryin' to sell anythin' to, ya give them the idea of more, too.
Ya can git this idea across to everybody by hangin' on to the belief that
can't be shook lose that you, all by yer lonesome, are on the path of More,
and by lettin' yer belief excite, fill up, and fill in everythin' ya do.
Do everythin' that ya do with the unmovin' belief that you've got a
character that's growin', and that you're givin' growth to everybody.
I want ya to feel the fact that you're gittin' rich, and that when ya do this,
you're makin' everybody else rich, and everybody's reapin' the rewards of
what ya do.
Don't go tellin' everybody and braggin' about how successful ya are, or
even talk 'bout it unless ya need to; true belief ain't a braggart.
When ya come across a braggart, ya figger out that person's unsure and
scared, even though it's a secret. Ya just need to feel yer belief, and put it
into every single thing ya do; instead, let every single action, and even the
tone of yer voice, and the way ya look tell everyone quietly and powerfully
that you're gittin' rich; that you're already rich. Ya don't need a bunch of
words to let other's know this way that ya feel; they'll feel the fact that
you're all about everybody gittin' more just be bein' in the same spot with
ya, and everybody's gonna want to hang out with ya.
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Ya gotta git this idea across to everybody else so much that they'll think
that just 'cuz they hang out with ya that they're gonna git more for
themselves. Make sure that ya give them a better use value than ya take
from them in cold hard cash.
Pride yerself, and rightfully so, by doin' that, and let everybody know
that's the way ya do things, and ya ain't ever gonna want for customers.
Folks always go where they can git more; and God, who wants everybody
to have more, and 'cuz He knows everythin', is gittin' folks ya ain't never
heard of and who ain't heard of ya, to hook up with ya. yer business is
gonna git real big real fast, quick, and in a hurry,and you're gonna be
blown away outta everythin' you're gonna git outta all this happenin'.
Every single day, you're gonna put more and more together, git more and
more outta it, and you're gonna even be able to move on to an even happier
and bigger job if ya wanna do so.
But, when you're doin' all this, ya can't lose sight of the mental picture of
what you're wantin', and ya can't let go of yer belief and reason for gittin'
what ya want.
Let me just warn ya one thing about yer reason for doin' all this.
Ya need to make sure ya ain't tempted, 'cuz it's evil, dangerous, and
wrong, to look to git power over other folks.
If ya still ain't let yer mind grow up and git itself complete, there ain't
nothin' greater than havin' power or control over other folks. The biggest
curse this planet's ever seen is wantin' to rule over other folks just to make
yerself happy. Ever since anybody can remember, kings and other types of
land lords, have soaked the earth in bloody battles tryin' to extend their
land and rule over others; and they didn't do this so everybody could git
more life, but they did it just so they could have more power period.
This same thing still goes on today -- the main reason business and
industry exists is just to git more power. Business owners gather up their
armies of dollars and cast everythin' else to the wayside, even crushin' the
dreams and even lives of millions of their fellow human beings in tryin' to
scramble to the top just to say they got more power than their competition.
Kings of business are just as motivated as the Kings of countries are for
this insane wantin' of power.
Jesus saw this wantin' of control over others when He was tryin' to destroy
this evil wantin'. Ya don't believe me? Just read Matthew, Chapter
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Twenty-three, and see how he sees the evil want of the Pharisees who
wanted to be called “Master,” or their wantin' to sit in the higher places,
while lordin' it over other folks, and castin' their workload on to the backs
of those who weren't as lucky as they were; and also take note how Jesus
compares this wantin' of control against his seekin' the Good of and for
Everybody to those he called his followers.
Watch out for bein' tempted to look for bein' the boss, or becomin' a
“master,” and bein' looked at like somebody who's higher than anybody
else, just so ya can go impress folks by showin' off yer expensive flashy
stuff, and on and on and on.
The mind that's lookin' to control other folks is a competin' mind; and a
competin' mind durn sure ain't a creatin' mind. To be able to control
where you're at and what you're meant to do, ya ain't gotta be the boss of
yer fellow human beings and, to tell ya the truth, when ya fall into the trap
of battlin' to git yerself to the top of the mountain, ya start to git beaten by
fate and yer surroundings, and you're makin' the question of whether or
not you're gonna be rich as mere chance or wishful thinkin'.
Be aware and avoid of the competin' mind!! There ain't nothin' been said
better 'bout this idea of creatin' action that can be put together than my
favorite statement of the late “Golden Rule” Jones who lived in Toledo:
“What I want for me, I want for everybody.”
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CHAPTER 15
The Advancin' Man.
What I just told y'all 'bout in the last chapter is just as true for a
professional or workin' man as it is for some store owner.
Don't never-mind whether you're a doctor, teacher, or preacher, if ya can
help others git more outta their life and git them to understand that fact,
they're gonna want to hang around ya, and you'll end up gittin' rich. The
doctor who hangs on to the mental picture of his or her self bein' great and
successful at healin', and if the doctor works towards makin' that mental
picture into a reality, like I done told y'all in the chapters before this one, is
gonna git bonded real close to the Source of All Life, that he or she's gonna
be almost unbelievably successful, he or she's gonna have patients comin'
to him or her by the boatloads.
Ain't nobody got a wider open door to usin' everythin' this here book
teaches than those who are doctors; it don't make no never-mind which
school he or she went to, 'cuz they all teach healin'. The Growin' Feller
(Or Gal) of medicine, who hangs on to a clear mental picture of him or
herself as bein' successful, and if that doctor follows all the natural facts of
belief, reason, and thankfulness, is gonna cure any disease that can be
cured and that he or she decides to take on, despite the cures he or she
chooses to use.
When it comes to religion, the whole world's cryin' out for a preacher who
can teach his flock the real exact way of a life of plenty. If a preacher
masters all the tiny little details of the exact way of gittin' rich, and puts it
together with the forces of the exact way of bein' well, of bein' great, and of
winnin' ways of love, and preaches all this, without leavin' out anythin',
from the pulpit, ain't ever gonna be without a congregation. This is the
good news that the world needs; 'cuz it's gonna give more life, and
everybody, makes no never mind what gender they might be, will be happy
to listen, and they're gonna give plenty of money to the preacher who
teaches this here stuff to them.
What's needed right now is for the exact way of life to be shown outta the
pulpit. All of us want preachers who ain't gonna tell us, but they're gonna
show us, by the way they live, just exactly how to do this. All of us need a
preacher who's gonna be rich, in good health, great, and is loved by
everybody, to teach us how to git these things, and when that preacher gits
here, he or she's gonna have a huge and loyal crowd followin' the preachin'
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and the preacher.
This is just as true for the teacher who can rev up the children they teach
with the belief and reason of the movin' forward type of life. That teacher
ain't ever gonna be “outta work.” Any teacher who's got this belief and
reason can pass it on to the students; if this teachin' is part of the teacher's
life, it can't helped but be passed on to the students.
And let me tell ya, if it's true of the teacher, preachers, and doctors, it just
as true of the lawyers, dentists, real estate broker, and insurance agent -dag nab it, it's true of every single person out there.
When ya put the mind and the actions together, what I've taught ya can't
fail; it'll work every single time. Everybody, makes no never mind what
gender they might be, who does what I told them, and if they keep doin' it,
and they do it right down to the smallest detail, will git rich. The natural
fact of a life that gives more is as mathematically true as it is that gravity
keeps yer feet planted on the earth; gittin' rich is done in an Exact Way.
The workin' feller or gal'll figger out this works just the same way as it
does for everybody else I mentioned. Don't ya go thinkin' ya ain't gotta
chance to git rich just 'cuz you're workin' somewhere where it don't look
like there's open doors to move up in the company, or where ya git very
little money for what ya do, or 'cuz the cost of living's outta sight. Just
make that real clear mental picture of what ya want, and start actin' with
belief and reason.
Do everythin' ya can do, every single day, and do every single thing right
the first time; put “success” power, and a reason for gittin' rich, into every
single thing ya do.
But don't go doin' this just so ya can be the boss's pet, in the hope that
yer boss, or the boss's boss, will see all the good that ' and you'll move up
the ladder; that probably ain't gonna happen.
The worker who's just “good” at doin' the work, and just doin' the job the
best it can be done, and if the worker's happy with that, is truly worth his
or her weight in gold to the boss, and it ain't in the boss's best interest to
move that worker up the ladder; 'cuz the worker's worth more right where
he or she's at.
To git ahead, ya gotta do somethin' more than just be bigger than where
you're at.
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The worker who's gonna git ahead's the worker who's not only bigger than
where they're at, they gotta a good idea of what they want to be; the
worker who knows what he or she can do, and wants to do that and is
dead-set on BEIN' what he or she wants to be.
Don't try and be more than yer job with the hope of makin' yer boss
happy; do it with the idea of growin' yerself. Hang on to belief and reason
of creatin' more durin' the hours you're workin', and after you're done
workin', and before ya start workin'. Hang on to that idea so that every
person ya meet, and I don't care whether it's yer boss, yer fellow workers,
or just a friend, is gonna feel the power of reason comin' outta ya;
everybody, makes no never mind what gender they might be, is gonna feel
the power of growin' and bein' more just by bein' around ya. Everybody's
gonna want to hang around ya, and if there ain't no chance of movin' up
the company ladder where you're at, you'll see another door open up at a
different job real quick, fast, and in a hurry.
There's Power that always opens doors to the Growin' Person who's
movin' the way that natural facts already done told that person to go.
God can't help but help ya, if you're doin' things in a Precise Guaranteed
Way; He has to help ya to help Hisself.
There ain't nothin' in yer life or in the job world out there that can hold ya
down. If ya can't git rich workin' for the steel company, ya can git rich
on a ten-acre farm, and if ya start goin' in the direction of the Precise
Guaranteed Way, you'll break the “chains” of the steel company and git
out to that farm, or anyplace else ya wanna be.
If a few thousand workers started goin' on the path of the Precise
Guaranteed Way, the steel company's would soon be in real bad shape;
'cuz it would have to start givin' its workers more open doors, or close its
door forever. Ain't nobody that's gotta work for that company; the
company can only keep people down as long as the workers are too stupid
to know the Exact Way of gittin' rich, or are too mentally lazy to go and do
it.
Start doin' this way of thinkin' and actin', and yer belief and reason'll
make ya see open doors to make yerself better off real quick, fast, and in a
hurry.
These open doors are gonna race to git to ya, 'cuz God, who's workin' in
Everythin', and doin' it for ya, is gonna git them to ya.
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Don't want for an open door to be exactly what ya think it oughtta be,
when an open door offers ya more than ya got now, and ya feel like ya
oughtta take, then take it, by golly. It'll be yer first step towards even
more open doors.
There ain't no such thing in this universe as not enough open doors for the
person who's livin' the growin' life.
It's born inside the way the cosmos was made that everythin' is for ya and
works together for yer good; and ya absolutely, positively, gotta git rich if
ya do and think in the Precise Guaranteed Way. So, let workers
everywhere, makes no never mind what gender they might be, read, reread, and read again this book and git everythin' out of it, so ya can do the
things it tells ya to do and do it with gusto; it can't fail.
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CHAPTER 16
Some Warnings, and Concludin' Ideas.
There's a whole heap of people out there who poo-poo the idea that there's
an exact way of gittin' rich; they cling on to the idea that there's only so
much money and wealth out there, and they're sure that society and
government gotta go through a bunch of changin' before any real good size
number of folks out there can git their fair share.
But, that's just flat-out not true.
It's true that the governments that are out there right now are tryin' to
keep most of the folks in a state of bein' broke, but that's 'cuz these folks
don't think and act in the Precise Guaranteed Way.
If more folks start movin' ahead like I told them in this here book, ain't no
governments or business systems gonna be able to put a stop to them;
every type of system set up by either business or government's gonna havin
to change to make way for everybody to move ahead.
If folks got this Movin' Ahead Mind, and they got the Belief they can git
rich, and they start movin' ahead with the unstoppable goal of gittin' rich,
ain't nothin' that can keep them in a state of bein' broke.
Folks, all by their lonesome, can step into doin' things in the Precise
Guaranteed Way any time they want, and it don't make no never-mind
whose in charge of things at the time, and they can git themselves rich; and
when a whole heap of folks do it under any type of government, they're
gonna make the system change so that the door's open for other folks to
join them.
Ya see, the more folks git rich on the competin' battlefield, the worse it is
for everybody else; but, on the other hand, the more folks who git rich on
the creatin' field, the better it is for everybody else.
The only way the bulk of folks gonna git saved financial-wise is gonna git
done by gittin' a whole heap of people workin' on the Exact Way I laid
down in this here book, and they gotta git rich. Then, these folks can show
other folks the way, and git them all het up 'bout wantin' to have real life,
with the faith that it can be done, and with the reason for gittin' it done.
For the moment, though, it oughtta be enough just to know that it don't
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make no never-mind whether it's the government that you're livin' under
or the competin' business systems that have been set, ain't nothin' gonna
keep ya from gittin' rich, once ya done gone into the creatin' field in yer
mind, you're gonna git above it all and start belongin' to a different
kingdom.
But, remember, that yer thinkin' has gotta stay on the creatin' field; ya
ain't ever to go and be untrue to yerself by thinkin' there ain't enough, and
don't ya even think that for even a split second, and don't ya go and be
untrue to yerself by actin' out, even if ya think it's morally right, on the
competin' battlefield.
When ya go and slip back into yer old self and yer old way of thinkin', ya
gotta correct yerself that very second; 'cuz when ya got yer mind set on
that competin' battlefield, you've lost yer Mind Entirely and yer Mind ain't
gonna be able to help ya at that point.
Don't go wastin' time figgerin' out how you're gonna handle situations
ahead of time, unless it's about somethin' ya gotta do today to make yer
path smoother for later. You're only to work on the work of today and
doin' everythin' in that day in a perfect and successful way, and ya ain't to
be focusin' on situations which could happen tomorrow; ya can take care
of those things when they git here.
Don't go and fret 'bout answerin' how you're gonna tackle barriers that
might pop up later when you're doin' yer business, unless it's absolutely
obvious that if ya don't handle them right now, and git them outta yer way
right now that ya ain't gonna be able to git 'round them later.
I don't care how big the problem looks from afar piece away, you're gonna
find that if ya keep on doin' things in the Precise Guaranteed Way, it's
gonna vanish as ya git closer and closer to it, or else you'll find there's a
way over it, through it, or around it, once ya git there.
There ain't any way ya can add things up and throw them at folks, nevermindin' what gender they might be, when folks are doin' things in the
Exact Way, they can't be beat. There ain't nobody, never-mindin' what
gender they might be, who follows the rules set up in this here book that's
gonna fail when it comes to gittin' rich, any more than ya can multiply two
by itself and not come out with four as the answer.
Don't go frettin' 'bout disasters, roadblocks, people panickin' or any other
type of situations that ya can git by addin' any and all of the things
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together as somethin' that might happen; there's gonna be enough time to
take on those things if they occur at that time, and you're gonna figger out
that every single problem that gives itself to ya also shows ya the way to
beat it.
Watch what ya say. Don't go talkin' 'bout yerself, the things ya do, or
anythin' else, for that matter, as though it can't happen or it ain't gonna
happen.
Don't ever state there's a way it won't work, and don't state things in some
way that suggests that it can't work.
Don't go yappin' 'bout how rough it is right now, or of the way things are
in the business world as bein' iffy. It might be that times are rough and the
business world is iffy for those who are on the competin' battlefield, but
there just ain't no way that can be the case for ya; ya make what ya want
to make, and fear's somethin' that's beneath ya.
When other folks are havin' a rough time of it and business ain't workin'
right for them, that's when you'll find the best of all the open doors.
Start teachin' yerself to think and look at the world as somethin' that's in
the way of bein' made, and that it's growin', and to think of somethin' that
looks just plan evil, as somethin' that ain't quite growed into what's it's
supposed to, yet. Always talk 'bout things as growin'; if ya do it some
other way, you're denyin' what ya believe and if ya deny what ya believe,
you're gonna lose what ya believe.
Don't let yerself git all down in the mouth. Ya might have thought
somethin' was comin' to ya when ya thought it was supposed to git here,
but it didn't git here when ya thought it should of; and this might look like
it didn't work.
But, if ya hang on to what ya believe, you'll figger out that it only looked
like it didn't work.
Keep on doin' things in the Precise Guaranteed Way, and if ya don't git the
thing, you'll git somethin' even better, and it'll be so much better that the
thing ya thought ya were supposed to git and didn't was just a steppin'
stone to even better things.
There was a student of mine who had his heart set on makin' business
work in the way he wanted it to, which, at the time, he thought would be a
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good thing, and for a few weeks he tried to make it happen. At the point
where the rubber meets the road, it all fell apart, and ain't nobody could
explain why; it's like some gremlin had gotten in the machinery to work
against him without his knowin' 'bout it. He didn't take it hard, though; as
a matter of fact, he thanked God that his way wasn't meant to be, and he
continued on his way givin' thanks. In a few weeks, another door opened
up to somethin' a whole heap better; as a matter of fact, this deal was so
good, he figgered out that he wouldn't do the first thing he'd thought of;
and he saw that God's Mind, which knew a whole heap more than he did ,
had stopped him from losin' this better way, 'cuz otherwise, he'd have been
all caught up in his first deal.
That's the way everythin' is gonna work out, even if ya thought you'd
failed, just so long as ya keep yer belief, hang on to yer reason, give thanks,
and do every single day, everythin' that can be done in that day, by doin'
every little thing in a successful way.
When ya create somethin' that's failed, it's 'cuz ya didn't ask for enough;
keep on keepin' on, and a bigger thing than what ya first thought of is
gonna come to ya. Ya remember this, now, ya hear.
Ya ain't gonna fail 'cuz ya ain't got the skills needed to do what ya wanna
do. If ya do what I've told ya, you'll build up the skills ya need to git the
job done.
It ain't the job of this book, and I ain't got enough space, to talk 'bout the
exact way to build yer skill, but it's as guaranteed and easy as the way ya
git rich.
Now, don't wait or think of givin' up 'cuz you're afraid that when ya git to
a specific part of this plan, you're gonna fail, 'cuz ya ain't got the skill;
keep movin' ahead, and when ya git to that spot, the skill's gonna be given
to ya. The same thing that gave the un-schooled Lincoln the Skill to do the
most important work ever done in government that anybody's ever done is
given ya the same open door, ya can bring outta yer mind all the wisdom
ya need to handle the job that's laid out for ya to do. Ya go out and do it
with complete belief ya can do it.
Go over this book again and again. Don't let go of it until you've become a
complete master of every single idea that's in this book. While you're
gittin' set in yer belief, you'll do all right if ya give up most of the fun and
relaxin' stuff ya usually do; and make sure ya stay away from anyplace
that teaches ideas that are in direct opposition to what's taught in this
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book, like some of them lectures and sermons. Don't go readin' ideas that
shed a darkness on these ideas or books that don't agree with this one, and
don't git into arguin' with others 'bout this ideas. As a matter of fact, don't
do a lot of readin', unless it's the writers I first talked 'bout in the beginnin'
of this book. Ya should spend the bulk of yer spare time, thinkin' 'bout yer
mental picture, and in buildin' up yer thankfulness, and the rest of the
time in readin' this here book. It's got absolutely everythin' ya need to
know 'bout the Exact Way of gittin' rich; and you'll find the high points
summed up in the very next chapter.
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CHAPTER 17
Wrappin' Up the Exact Way Ta Git Rich.
Out there is a thinkin' stuff outta which everything's made, and when this
stuff is in it's firstborn state, soaks through, pokes through, and fills up
every little crack, crevice, and hole in the universe.
An idea, that's pressed into this stuff, Makes the very shape it first sees
in that idea.
Ya can shape things in yer ideas, and by pressin' yer ideas into the
Shapeless Stuff, ya can make the thing ya shaped come into reality.
To git this done, ya gotta move from the competin' battlefield and into yer
creatin' mind; elsewise, ya ain't gonna git in tune with the Formless
Intelligence, that's always creatin' and not competin' within its spirit.
Ya can git completely in tune with the Formless Stuff by lettin' yerself
wholeheartedly give real thanks for all the good stuff that Formless Stuff
gave to ya. Thankfulness joins yer mind with the Substance's intelligence
so that yer thoughts can be gotten by the Formless. The only way ya stay
on the creatin' field is by joinin' yerself with the Formless Intelligence
through a real and never-endin' feelin' of thankfulness.
Ya gotta shape a crystal clear picture of the things that ya want, or of the
things ya wanna do, or the things ya wanna become; and ya gotta hold this
picture in yer thinkin', while bein' really thankful to God that all yer wants
are given to ya. Ya want this to happen, ya git spend yer spare time,
thinkin' 'bout yer mental picture, and give thanks for the picture takin'
shape and becomin' a reality that's been given to ya. I can't put enough
stress on the point that a lot of thinkin' 'bout yer mental picture, joined
with a faith that can't be shook, and sincere thankfulness is what's needed
to make this happen. This here's the way that ya press yer wants into the
Formless, and the forces are set a-goin' to make it a reality.
The energy that makes things works through ways that have already been
set up and happens 'cuz things grow naturally, and they also came 'bout
'cuz of the way industry and society has been made. Every little detail
that's in yer mental picture is absolutely gonna git brought to ya if ya
follow the rules written above, and with faith that can't be shook loose.
And what you're gonna git is gonna come to ya through business and
tradin' that's already set in place.
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Ta git what ya got comin' to ya when it's supposed to git to ya, ya gotta be
doin' somethin'; and when you're doin' somethin', it's gotta be more just
takin' up space. Ya gotta keep yer head focused on gittin' rich through
makin' yer mental picture come to life. And, ya gotta do that every single
day by doin' everythin' ya can in a day, makin' sure that every single thing
ya do is done right, and done right the first time with the best possible
outcome for that act. Ya gotta give everybody, makes no never mind what
gender they might be more value than the cold hard cash ya git, so that
every deal makes better and more life for everybody involved, and ya gotta
do that by holdin' on to the idea that's gainin' acceptance everywhere that
everythin' is supposed to git more and more for everybody, and that the
idea gits across to everyone ya meet.
Makes no never mind what gender ya might be, if ya keep doin' what I just
told ya, you'll absolutely with a doubt git rich; and the amount of riches
you're gonna git's gonna be related to these four things:
How clear yer mental picture is
How deadset ya are in yer reason for gittin' rich
How deadset yer belief is that you're gonna git rich
And, last, but not least
How thankful ya are.

The End
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Afterword by Paul Miller
If you have read my other work, As Ya Think, then you are already aware
that I am not some Festus-speaking hick. (Festus was Matthew Dillon's
deputy on Gunsmoke. He spoke simply, plainly, and truthfully, unless he
needed to do otherwise. Although Festus appeared dumb, he was not. His
simple way caught people unawares. My hope is this FestuSizing of Mr.
Wattles great classic did the same thing.) I am a well-educated student of
the better life. I have spent the bulk of my 45 years on this earth looking
for ways to not only better my life, but everyone else's life also.
I created Brother Paul to get your attention. I believe that if you are
laughing at his colloquialisms and slang, you will pay a closer attention to
what you are reading. Those of you who have read my previous work
already know that I am not parodying these classic authors to make fun. I
have a reason for writing the way that I write.
This is my last guaranteed free work. That does not mean it is my last free
work. It's just the last guaranteed free work. So, I hope you have enjoyed
delving into the study of becoming wealthy that you learned from this book
and that you learned that you are the master of your fate from my previous
work.
But, my work is far from done. By the time you read this, my website will
be up and running in full bore. You can find it here:
http://www.cureforbeingsickandtiredofitall.com
If you would like to subscribe to my Guided Thinkin' e-mail list, and pick
yourself up a whole bunch of free e-books, you can do so by visiting here:
http://www.cureforbeingsickandtiredofitall.com/optin.html
If you need to contact me directly you can do so by contacting me at my email: mailto:brotherpaul@cureforbeingsickandtiredofitall.com
Just make sure you give me a couple of days to get back with you as I may
be busy. (Or, at least that's what I would like to be.)
In the meantime, I will be working on the things that I mentioned in my
last work (and they will be original works):
Wanted: Murderers, Adulterers, and Liars! (Reward: Heaven)
Ain't No Holes In My Hands!
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The Past Ain't Gotta Be The Future (An E-book That Don't Promise You
Millions o' Dollars, But Might Just Make You Feel A Whole Heap Richer)
God in Ya! (Or You Ain't Nothin' But A Braincase!)
13 Ways To Make $$ Using Your Daily Newspaper
It is still my intent that in the next two years, I am going to give away over
one million of my e-books. I have faith that The Intelligent Substance that
you just discovered) will guide me and find a way to accomplish this goal.
For right now, enjoy the madness of a man who has a split-personality to
give you all the e-books I can for free. And, while I'm doing this, please do
the same. Give these books away under the conditions I listed right under
the copyright for this book. When you do, let me know how many you
gave away, so I can see when my goal is complete.
Here's some of the other things I am working on:
Audio Books Of The Works Of Brother Paul
Paperback versions of The Works Of Brother Paul
(Yes, there's still an added secret that you will not be able to get out of a
regular e-book when these come out, but it's still in the development stage.
I am still working a way to put together a team to patent this idea and get
it into production. When these paperbacks come out, they will
revolutionize the entire field of motivational teaching.)
Seminars
So, I hope to see you back real soon. Spread the word and enjoy my
craziness!
Paul Miller (Oops, that's one more time I let my real name slip out!)
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Credit Where Credit Is Due!
Like I said in the beginning, I couldn't have created this work if it had not
been made available on the internet.
I owe a great debt of gratitude to Rebecca at The Science of Getting Rich!
You can visit her at:
http://www.scienceofgettingrich.net
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